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AMERICANS REPORTED IN DANGER IH MEXICAN CAPITAL
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side of the line
of 60 regulars
at Tla Juana, Cal, 80 regulars at Te-i-i
at
vey the impression that the revolution cato, and 2ii
tionary and are effective only
embers of the
would proceed as if there were no
fornla naval r
and militia are night. ;r
such place as Vera Cruz, but privateguarding the i isler systems of the
ly they have admitted .that, only a
Smelting Plants Closed
and cn
y. The Mexican
city
Once-Mexic- an
miracle could save the day for peace risons are
New
York, April 23. The American
entrenched.
bti.
'
along the border. .'" ..,
Smelting and Refining company an,
Villa's Influence Felt
nounced here today it had ordered, all
Villa t Arrive Tonight"
its mines and smelters in Mexico
General Francisco Villa was no
a
23.
hundred
Four
Juarez,
A;'
mean factor la shaping Carranza's re- rebel troops f ;m Chimjahua arrived closed down. Instructions were sent
ply. The hot tempered conqueror of here today, h. 'dng the strength of to all American employes to leave
Torreon, with 1 5,000 seasoned and
the local gan on to. 900 men. Two Mexico Immediately. .
TO -flushed
WASHINGTON, APRIL 23. PASSPORTS WERE. DELIVERED
s
veterans, according to hundred more I Villa's personal
CHARGE AUGABA LATE TODAY. HE THEN SAID THAT HE WOULD
Wilson Makes Plans
reports from Chihuahua, declared that cort who are a.
with him, will
MORNING.
LEAVE THE CITY EITHER TONIGHT OR TOMORROW
he could land 12,000 men in El Paso rive with then
Washington, April 23. After issuthis evening.
CHARGE O'SHAUGHNESSY AT MEXICO CITY WAS GIVEN HIS PASSin 48 hours and that it might be wise
ing a statement declaring the inten
PORTS LAST NIGHT,
to teach the "gringos'' a lesson at
tion of the Unibed States to enforce
Embargo Ordered Renewed
tbe start.
San Antonio, Tex., 'April 23. Head- reparation, "whenever and wherever
The Americans and other foreigners quarters of the southern division. Unit- the dignity of the United States Is
SECRETARY BRYAN ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT ARRANGEMENTS
on their Way out of Mexico were ed States army received instructions flouted,'" President Wilson bent all
.low
BRAZILIAN!
GOVERNMENT
WHEREBi'
HAD BEEN MADE WITH THE
to
THE ARCHIVES OF THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN MEXICO CITY summoned' less on the strength of
early this morning to at once rcrest the energies of the administration
in
for
to
amon
than
from
operations
the
day
arms
on
planning
and
Washington
tablish the embargo
IN THAT
WILL BE TURNED OVER TO THE BRAZILIAN LEGATION
Mexico,
statetheir
infoimation
This
to
Mexico.
given
munition
employers
by
A
ANNOUNCEMENT
CONFERMADE
AFTER
THE
BRYAN
going
MR.
CITY.
The president's
statement, issued
Mexican friends. These friends gave ment was made at Fort Sam Houston.
ENCE WITH AMBASSADOR DAG AMA.
the word which decided some of the
The order came from the war de- after a cabinet meeting, in reply to
bluest employers that their people partment and was issued here today. the message received from the con
TODAY GAINED POSAMERICAN MARINES AND BLUEJACKETS
were unsafe south of the Rio Grande. At department headquarters. Lieuten- stitutionalist chief, Carranza, declared
THREE MILES INLAND FROM VERA
SESSION OF BREASTWORKS
Rebels Deny Report
ant Colonel Heard, adjutant general, that "we are now dealing only with
CRUZ. THIS POSITION IS ON THE RAILROAD TO MEXICO CITY AND
At 1 o'clock this afternoou the rebel said tAe order would be enforced j'let those whom Huerta: commands and
HAD BEEN IN POSSESSION OF HUERTA SOLDIERS SINCE THE UNIJunta here denied that troops were as soon as troops on. the border could those who come to his support"
TED STATES FORCES TOOK POSSESSION OF. THE CITY. .
From dawn today, the wearied
;,
moving to Juarez from Chihuahua. be notified.
chiefs''
of war and navy departments,
'
1.500
Milf3
Co"-They said the report was prolably due
Embargo
of Slate Bryan and other
PRIVATE A D VICES REACHING HERE TODAY IN CODE FROM to the fact that Villa left for Juarez
viprs If
At departmrVA.- t.rfiff.i
VirrW from confer
IN to visit Mrs. Villa.
THERE WERE
MEXICO CITY DISCLOSING THAT AMERICANS
A,
At the white
OFFITO GOVERNMENT
DANGER," HAVE BEEN COMMUNICATED
all points withi VJ confines of tlu ence to .coniereiiud.
some House the cabinet officials, with Coun
OF UNQUESA SOURCE
CIATES. THE DISPATCHES WERE FROM
control
Will Protect Border
Federals
department.
sellor Robert Lansing of the state
TIONED TRUSTWORTHINESS AND BORE THE DATE OF TODAY.
Douglas, Ariii.j April. 23. Two spe- Mexican ports of entry and constitudepartment, aided the president in
THEY SET FORTH THAT MOBS OF MEXICANS WERE FORMING FOR cial trains left here today for Fort tionalists
to Carranza, At
ON' THE Huachuca to take two troops of cavTHAT AMERICANS
DEMONSTRATIONS;
On receipt of instructions from thi formulating his reply
Garri
war
the
Secretary
AND
department.
VIOMENACED
the
THREATENED
WITH
HAD
BEEN
STREETS
alry and a machine gun platoon to war department to
chief of
AT THE EMBASLENCE AND THAT THEY WERE CONCENTRATING
Yuma to protect the, irrigation works embargo Brigadier General Tasker H. son, General Wotherspoon,
Major General Leonard Wood
SY FOR MUTUAL PROTECTION.
Bliss,' commander of the southern de staff;
south of there.
E. W. Weaver, chief of
and
General
oraers
to
sent
A detachment of the Tenth United partment,
telegraphic
held several confercoast
artillery,'
' BROWNSVILLE, TEX., APRIL 23. HOSTILITIES BETWEEN THE States cavalry ia at work, today on sudh border posts in the department
the order from the
ences,
discussing
all
to
intercept
FIGHTING
FOR entnrenchments at Forest station, ten as, could be reached
MEXICAN FEDERALS AND CONSTITUTIONALISTS,
war
directed
to Fort Sam
department
CITY. OF NORTHERN miles west, in preparation for even- shipments of munitions intended for Houston to
THE POSSESSION OF MONTEREY, LARGEST
of
all
importations
stop
leaders importation into Mexico. In a short arms
Constitutionalist
MEXICO, HAVE CEASED, ACCORDING TO REPORTS HERE TODAY, tualities.
directed to the Huerta forces.
was
time
operative
the embargo
CONFERRED UNDER A FLAG here were agreed today in the opinion
AND LEADERS OF THE TWO
This led to a report that the embargo
that eventually the United States will from the mouth of the Rio Grande to on arms had been
r
OF TRUCE.
at
i.n ,t
stat
was
be at war with the whole of Mexico. the California boundary. It
both fedthe
northern
border,
against
ed that the patrol along that stretch
eralists and constitutionalists.
The consul's party grew constantly
El Paso, Tex., April 23. Four troop
miles ltas a strength of
of 1,600
A Battery for El Paso
Some officials caid it was probable
trains and one train loaded with' in numbeis on the way from Durango
men.
San Antonio, Tex., April 23. All about 10,000
no arms would be allowed to
horses and ammunition are- said to to Chihuahua and word from the latat
available
Sam
Houston
Fort
troops
crdssi
the border, although the departwas
have left Chihuahua last night for ter city today said that tbe train
Quiet Along theorder
were ordered out for border patrol
ment
hesitates to Issue a blanket or-dwhile
from
many
with,
the
to
report
refugees,
jammed
Juarez, according
Phoenix.-- ' Ariz., April 23. The situa
to
B
service
late
today.
"
the exact attitude of the congoes
until
Battery
facilities
more await transportation
here.
tion alone the Arizona and New Mex stitutionalists
Paso
and
El
to
toward the United
troops
cavalry
Eagle
under
was
to
to
said
be
leave the country.
The force
ico border was reported quiet today. Stites can be. demonstrated.
command of Toribio Ortega, The Carranza's Reply Cause Excitement Pass and Laredo and Brownsville.
arrival of the troop of regt'he situation on the Mexican border
Orders to (his effect were Issued by Upon the
General Carranza's reply to Secrenews waa telephoned to Colonel Hat..ordered to Yuma it Is
ular
Taske'r
cavalry
H.
in
to
apwas
piiss
response
the subject of all the day's con"and
excitement
Fort
at
caused
Bliss,
greater
field, commanding
tary Bryan
that' IM two companies of ferences. ' ..4ny 'attempt of movement
expected
receiveff
in
frompersoiis
peals
living
rehere than did the taking of Vera
he sent the, information with a
will
the . border towns. AS" a result the militia on guard to that vicinity
of tha aniiy to Vera Cruz by "transquest for Instructions to the war de- Cruz, for it is interpreted to mean
,
be withdrawn.
at
the
here,
garrison
post
consisting'
port, it was said, would be' held up
partment, with which he ia connected war between a united Mexico and the
Governor Hunt will not call out. ad as a result of the Carranza message
600. troops, is practically depleted
of
,'"
United States.
by leased wire.
t ..
ditional militiamen unless there are until border conditions would permit
Factions Will Unite
At Juarez every effort was made to '
l "
disturbances. In this regard the gov-l- a withdrawal of troops there. Suggee- Federals Assault Bridge
American's with intimate relations
conceal news of the trains. The bare
nnrticularlv anxious about tlona were made that before
..
Eagle Pass, Tex., April 23.Aifter
auy ex
facts as given, however, were coaxed in Mexico were not' ourprised. atj the
the
towns, in many of which1 tensive movements could be ordered
smaller
In
railroad
destroying
machinery
from an apparently authentic source. rebel leader's attitude, for they ihad
Amshops, blowing up railroad switches the Mexicans far outnumber the
the militia would hare to be callod.
Colonel Hatfield received orders to held all along that his political pow
no
been
so
there
far
has
but
and
ericans,
from
the
instruments
removing
restore the embargo on arms and am- er would suffer less by opposing the!
office In Piedras Niegras, serious trouble.
(Contiinned on Page Five.)
munition consigned to Mexico, and it Unitod States than by appearing as telegraph
In the armory here armed guards
Mexico,
today, a party of Mexi
early
was put into effect by Zach L. Cobb, the' friend of the "colossus of the can
federals was prevented from Wow- are on watch day and night as there
collector of the port. Guards at the north." It is learned from a confiing up the Mexican end Of the inter is a considerable supply of ammuni
international bridges were increased. dential Mexican source that telegrams national
bridge when the American tion on hand.TODAY IN CONGRESS
Local, dealers in firearms today were from all over rebel' territory' poured border patrol arrived.
The governor this afternoon asked
I
warned to sell no more rifles or pis- in on him asserting that factional diffor
war
the
military pro
department
tols to Mexicans without orders from ferent ja must be subordinated to the
tection for the Roosevelt dam and the
California Guard Mobilized
the sheriff. There has been a heavy necessity of protection of the nation.
Washington, April 23. House: Met
s
Granite Reef diversion dam, 25 miles
Los Angeles, April 23. Four
demand recently from this source.
noon.
also
at
asked
this
He
Practically every reuei leader of fil
of
northeast
city.
CaliSeventh,
the
of
regiment,
Paso and Juarez met across the river fornia National Guard, and a machine for a supply of old style rifles, disDebate on naval appropriation bill
British Citizens Warned
a
which resumed.
British subjects nov m Mexico were last night and signed a note to
gun patoon, mobilized early today for carded by the regulars but with
Sabath .of Illinois,
what
on
him
Representative
congratulating
service at Calexlco, the border town he could juip the home guards. .The
warned to leave that country immeattiin the army and
Jew
the
was
would
af
declared
his
these
patriotic
eulogized
of
they
guards
opposite Mexlcali, Lower California, equipping
diately. The warning came from the
attention to the death
towns
the
navy,
calling
they
ford
smaller
protection
and
the
for
British ambassador, Sir Cecil Spring- - tude as expressed in his statement
.protection
point
strategic
"
.
of
Samuel "Martin"
of
of the irrigation water system of the now lack, explained the ?overnor.
Myles, U Secretary Bryan.
Rice at Washington, to II.
Cnm.
at
to
Vera
those
close
the
last
For
week
Chicago
force
The
entire
who
British consul here,
Imperial valley.
immediately
."Merchant marine committee con"For Home Defense"
wired to consuls in Mexico. About Carranza have hoped against hope numbers about 250 men arid will leave
suffiseamen's hill.
23
The
sidered
clear
situation
the
April
embargo
that
might
Ariz.,
200 Britons have remained in
Naco,
the
tonight.
"Mother"' Mary Jones, Colorado's
allow the rebels to take adto
on munitions of war was put in effect.
ciently
revolutions.
the
country despite
strike leader, .:ttirfod before mines
predicament
vantage of Huerta's
Mexicans on Border Reinforced
again at this port today.
Foreigners are Getting Out
'
and
committee.
intense
San Diego, Cal., April 23. Mexican
Feeling1 hfr" is growing
Foreigners are reported flocking to without appearing as gringo lover3.
at
senate: .Met at" noon.
as
well
those
as
one
is
of
the
Naco,
great
the railroads in Mexico on their way The latter phrase
garrisons along the border line from citizens of
Appropriations committee reported
a distance Bisbee are talking of organizing for
Tai Juana, Cal., to
to the United States. There were scorn in Mexico, just as the term
favorably on bill- for appropriating
Msome defMise.
applied to descendants of of 50 miles, are being
70 or more refugees on this morning's
asked for by the president to
Mexicans
50
fr.(i,i!0!)
fi o'clock
the
French
sided
with
Cal
who
tonight
at
Lower
those
the
After
train from Chihuahua, and the speEnsenada,
garrison
out of Mexico.
Americans
to
come
gor.
this
beAi
to
ever since the ifornia, capital of the northern dia will not be allowed
cial carrying American Consul ITamm years ago has
Foraker opposed
Senator
Former
lsmeJ
have
Mexicans
1.200
the
Maximilian.
fviid
am
trict. There
si;lo,
approximately
of Durango, and a large body of for- fall of
of Panama canal foils before
Amrepeal
talkin
directed
arrainst
field
order
a
Mexican
of
rebels,
lasted,
While
similar
that
i
from
is
battery
hope
regulars,
due
here
city
eigners
committee on iuteroceaiiic canals.
ing for publication, attempted to con- artillery and 12 machine guns at En- ericans. Butt measures are precau
i. iin
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Twenty to Thirty Men, Women and Children
Are Imprisoned in the Empire Colliery
PMHOSE

CAEIP

DMiTED,

OASM

CAUSING

Loss to Properly Will Amount to $500,000, With Loss of Life Estimated at Considerably More Than Twenty Union Officials
in the East Say Simple Will Continue I'ntii Victory is
Attained
"Mother" Jones Calls on Congressional
Committee to Make Protest
Trinidad Colo.,. April 2.1. A party
The only quarter ask(d by Prfsi-ds.i- t
of striker W Uy befojf j '.'noon-- ' apJ, W. Sipl and his men who
peared at tha Empire mine, where "i0 have been entombed in tbe mine since
to 30 men, women and children have late yesterday was that the women
been imprisoned for 24 hours, to offer and children be taken to a place of
them a chance to surrender and be safety. This the sinkers- - promised
conducted safely from the strike dis to do. Three women and five chiltrict. This was stated over long dis- dren were in the mine, according to
tance telephone by a man giving the one of the strikers' leaders, supposed
name of Snyder, leader of the attack- to be E. N. Snyder, who' confirmed tho
ing strikers. He refused to give his Asuilar message by telephone.
first name, but he is supposed to be "Siple refused to come out," said
E. N. Snyder, a union organizer.
Snyder.- - "We promised him protecSnyder declared he thought all the tion, but he said he would talk it over
captives were alive, although no sign with his men and let us know tonight
of life had come from the mine dur"We don't care whether they do or
ing the morning. He said the last not," he addedt,
;Jr
shots from,
mine were fired about
Twenty men are said to be ia the
'
..'
6 o'clock last evening.
mine,
'..
From the, same source it is learned
Entrances Are Blocked
Sii
that
an attack is being waged upova
The sitrike leader admitted that both
entrances to the workings the main the Southwestern mhise. Several ex
entrance and the air shaft had been plosions have taken place at. tbe camp
blocked by dynamite blasts. The fan. and the tipple had been burned.
The body of a Greek striker killed
he said; was broken;,
in 'the fighting at 'tha Southwestern
no
is
there
However,
danger from
this morning was brought to the Agiil.
suffocation," he declared. "There is
lar
morgue this afternoon. Heavy fir.
enough fresh air in the mine to last
a week. All the fumes irora the ing is In progress UP and down Creea
for a distance of several miles,
dynamite explosion came outward and canyon
to have teen taken away before the
did not affect' fiie mine.
A party of strikers' has just left fighting began and that the men had
.
for the mouth of the mine, to rescue retreated to Rouse.'
All of the women and children have
the imprisoned people," added the
leader. "We are not murderers and beetl takcn from tt Empire mine md
we want them to get out in safety if are safe, according to a mEEsajre re
tlby agree to lay down their arms ceived tiiis afternoon from AiraHitr
and quit the strike rdifrict. Yester- station.
"The strikers are at the mine," tha
day we captured a pit boss I did not
think enough of him to get his name message adds, "and want the men to'
and his wife and another man. We come out and give up their arms. They
gave them an escort of 25 of our men, refuse. Places eajfa ia mine. John.
took them to the railroad stations and Church 13 also in. the mine. Superintendent WaddH is eliot la tlse tfioulA.
put. them on a southbound train."
er and has hem taken to a dtjetor.-MatlThree Strikers Killed
Madell, mine clerk, phot In U
Snyder said three strikers were kill
ed yesterday by shots from the inside leg, ts in the mine,"
With complete details of the
of the mine. Their names he gave
toll of yesterday's fighting sUil
life
Nick
as J. P. Gomez,
and
Vigil
Sfhnmich. He said he was not sure unknown, threo mining properties
that his men had killed any of the burned to the ground and others
?
defenders, although he admitted that ported destroyed ana the f.its of
torn.
mine
who
of
the
Empire
Superintendent William Waddell was refugees
uottt-ana
snpposed to be dead. He said be refuge in the slopes still lu
thought President J. W, Slple was a rapidly increasing; nnmhor of armwith the party in the mine. He knew ed men still active, tha Bit
nothing, he declared, as to the fate southern Colorado tod;:y
critical than at any tims 3r,
,
of Mrs, Waddell.
The strike leader said nothing had strike.
'1 tj I m i
Eitv n ire
been' seen of the spi.ro i lung mill
- r
csftr ' y In t'
from Denver.
i
i
a
lveu
"I guess well hf ai'
' t'i
V
i"v
know we're Pine," h" Si I J
t
'
A mcsfsnge frm JttRr V
.
t
(
ii T
thi
Puni
pi
day stated
l bad been Inn" 1 r i 1 d r
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or the shape of my nose, or the way
OLD
you cock your head on one side? It's
a week away now, and we must
only
FOR THREE WEEKS tell the same story."
They were coming up from the golf
club In the soft dusk of the early
OF
'
autumn evening.
By ARTHUR BOLTONWOOD.
Jimmy stopped short.
y
"Let's dont quarrel," he said so
GOOD
almost
him
at
that
she
looked
Alicia
about
There was something
Then
she
startled.
of
laughed.
eyes
Farrar a certain frankness
"Jimmy, you old dear, you don't
and speech that would make you deto say all these nice things," she TWITCHELL'S PUBLICATION FOR
have
you
her.
Alicia,
trust
to
ARIZONA
cidedly prone
IN NEW MEXICO AND
would
"You've been nice enough
declared.
who
a
was
could be sure,
girl
THIS QUARTER CONTAINS
IT DOES DAMAGE IN THE DRY
Carroll, coming off doing what you have for me."
fair.
Jimmy
play
MUCH OF VALUE
SEASONS
across
and
plodHe wallowed' miserably
the links with her, and strolling
the green toward the clubhouse, was ded on beside her in silence.
Santa Fe, April 23. "Old Santa Fa"
Exhaustive inquiry has established sure of that H was sure of other
"It's been euoh a beautiful time since
to
restb
loved
next
that
an4
for April is Just from press and comwe've been engaged, eo quiet
the fact that lightning ranks
things, too, among them
known
had
he
that
fires.
and
she.
much
forest
said
her
of
source
very
ful,"
as
a
pletes Volume 1 of Colonel Ralph
railroads
to yet lot it be
time
a
too
short
far
her
mora
than
that,"
increasbeen
Emerson Twitchell's brilliant maga"It has
Forest officers say that the
of his.
known.
tone
he
those
in
earlier
the
of
of history, archaeology, geneazine
on
the
part
ing care with fire
Therefore, he wa very much
"There you go again," she mocked. logy and biography, which he founded
railroads and the publlo generally
when Alicia stopped abruptly,
words rushed to Jimmy's and has carried on of his own initiatends to make lightning the largest and with never preluda of warning, . Again but
again he bit them down tive because of the love for his state
tongue,
aid quietly:
single contributing cause.
and decided to play fair.
bea
change
and his zeal to preserve the records
"Would you mind awfully much
This statement represents
They decided to quarrel about where of the past of this commonwealth.
a
roil
Car
than
Mr.
to
less
held
me,
that
ing engaged
of view from
they should live; she would stick out
Jimmy's hert skipped about three for the city and he for out here in the As all the preecdlng numbers, the
decade ago in this country, when forso violently to
intense in
est journals gravely argued wnethor beats; then it pounded that
They'd have it hot and heavy present issue, must be of
it sent the country.
make up for lost time
bl Ter terest to every loyal son and daughla
bis
throw
she'd
though
and
forest
fires,
ring
caused
lightning
hot blood urging into bl cneek and face.
ter of New Mexico and of course,
it was known that trees were the ob- his neck and even bis ears.
Tha fourth green on the course was to every student of history here and
are
Trees
struck.
often
most
jects
"Mlndr he echoed, about to declare tha chosen , apoL Thither they re
elsewhere. The Rev. Lansing Bloom
said to be ottenesti struck simply be- that such a thing was, to be devoutly
paired - and had tha- - most deliokms of
exand
numerous,
so
are
dream.
hie
wildest
Albuquerque continues his compre
cause they
wished, bat beyond
quarrel imaginable She was leaving
dis- But before be cotrid vote tbeae choice
the
shorten
hensive
history of New Mexico under
next
they
tor
upward
home
morning.
tending
early
we
AIM
epeakthe
administration and gets
and
,
m4
now
Mexican
.Mcpnd
feritlnge,
all
It's
AHeta: said: "Well,
the
tance, between the ground
with a r ul ""
Hera's
qukskly.
ing
the
again,
we've
aattled
and
with sledgehammer
in
critics
his
at
branches
quarreled.
their
back
v
clouds; further,
little emUa.
!"
your old
blows. The history gives an intimate
air and roots well into the earth InOnly for just & UttSa Uae. Mr. Car
And he handed it to him very gra
and detailed review of conditions .in
vite electrical-dischargeroll," she espiained. "Jut while I stay ciously, and even let her fingers 11a
inNew Mexico during the years 1821 to
While certain trees are said to
cm bore at Aunt Helen's. You see, la his for a moment.
(
imbe
to
others
I
and
feem
vite lightning,
"You're tha. very nicest man I was 1837. The chapter in this number
aunty is such a dear, but can't
mune from stroke, it seems to be a to make her andwrctaad that I'm tired ever engaged to, and thank you, oh. tells of the events of the turbulent
want to rest; so so much," she said, as aha arose to year 1832 and the administration of
fact that any kind of tree will be ont that I really
and row ted every eligible leave.
gone
she's,
tree
numerous
most
Governor Santiago Abreu. Even in
and
the
struck,
nice young man bereaboaU, ana
Tve had the time of my life," said those days there was a compulsory
one
Is
the
In
locality
any
species
wished him onto me, as it were, Bhe Carroll, almoat glumly, as ha thought
school law for "the deputation authormost likely to suffer.
simply aeee to It that there's tons and that this was the end of it all,
the jefe to order the alcaldes to
ized
the
Other thlngB being equal, lightning oodles of them at tha ., house every
to
nice
Still saying tha
things
motorIsolated
me
an
or
to
take
minute of the day
seeks the tallest tree,
bitter end, aren't you 1" she taunted. employ imprisonment a9 well as fines
or golfing." she
A
on
river
out
or
the
"I mean 'em," said he.
one
in the case of parents who did not
on
ing
or
.grounds.
high
tree,
intimate
littlo
droll
her
a
ended
with
bobbed
and
Bhe
smiled
send their children to school." Howprettily
tree Is a better conductor
to one side to look at him with a ever the school at Albuquerque was
bead
nudge.
tree
shallow-rootea
and
one,
a
than
'
"Oh, I toe' said he, trying to laugh certain archness.'
negligent and was closed
full of sap, or wet with rain, is of
'You couldn't fall in love with me reported
naturally.
more
a
a
until
than
satisfactory teacher
course a better conductor
dry
"And I eo want to rest," she went (f you tried," she said.
The following
.be
obtained.
could
one.
laze
was
silent.
He
on. Just go out In the woods and
"That's why I chose you to be en year the strife caused by the attitude
Lightning sets fires by igniting the around and read and poke about by
of army and church against liberalthe tree itself, particularly when it is myBelf. I've picked you out because gaged to," she added.
They walked up the road toward her ism. This chapter tells of the bringdead, or partly decayed and punky you're bo nice and understanding about
At the gate she held
I know you re aunt's bouse.
or by igniting the dry humus or duff things, and alBO because
ing of the first printing press into
out her hand.
least
not
the
likely
and
New Mexico by Barriero and its sale
at its base. The forest soil, when to fall in love with me. I'm not your
"Goodby," she giggled nervously.
because
dried out, ignites readily,
We'd have made sticb a happy couple to Ramon Abreu and the following
kind a bit.
summer to Presbyter Martinez.
is made of partly decayed twigs and "Well, if you just wcld be engaged if we only could have agreed."
Another interesting episode, not
There was a long driveway leading
leaves, and it can hold a smouldering to me the rest of the time I'm here,
lire for a considerable period. It is don't you' see It would let me do all up to the house. Suddenly without generally known, Is elaborated in
de warning the girl made a queer little "Messages and Documents," relative
probable that most of the lightnlns these things? You could be very and
sound, turned, and started quickly up to the
come
to
voted
every
morning
me,
duff.
in
the
start
capture and imprisonment at
set fires
me somewhere, and the drive. Jimmy started down the
to
take
afternoon
of the American citizens,
Santa
Fe
In the mountains of southern Call
road.
He went just three steps. Then
get me out of eight of the house
Julius De- fornia. Arizona laud New Mexico just
and then you'd be free to do as you he whirled about and went tearing up Augustus Pierre Chouteau,
there are likely to be each year 3 like. It will only take just a few min- yie drive after her. He caught up Mun and their company, Robert
ffames Baird and their comnumber of electrical disturbances utes of your time each day, and you with her at the first turn, where the
known as "dry thunder storms." They see how it will keep the others away giant larches lined its either side. He pany and likewise j. Farro. Presithe arm.
oome at '.be end of the long dry sea- and let me do the things and get the took her almost roughly by
dent James Monroe sent the papers in
"Don't ever do this to anybody
rest I want."
rain
and
the case to ngre'j " h a message
son,
being unaccompanied by
His laugh sounded all right to her else," he panted. "Darn it! You've
attor of in- are very likely to start many serious
in
in
it.
me
fallen
do
made
I've
and
go
this time.
servthat
reason
forest
fact
For
lires.
the
love with y6u despite the
this
ternauoua.?
piw
yf i
"Why, surety," said' be.' "I propose
couldn't madly, desperately, In oners were released but their properice has to keep up its maximum! fire right
here and now."
"
ty amounting to $30,380.70 was confighting strength in these regions
"You're so good!" said she. "And I sanely
She began to laugh softly.
fiscated.
until the rains are fully established. accept you for the next three weeks,"
"Well," said she, "well, what of It?
"The Volunteer Soldiers of New
In the plans and organization for fire she amended with a chuckle.
It's just what I've hoped would haphe
asked.
that?"
after
"And
Mexico
and Their Conflicts with Tn
aims
service
the
particularly
fighting
pen for the last week. Put back the
"Oh, we'll quarrel, of course," said ring," she went on, holding out' her dians in 1862 and 18G3," by Estelle
to catch these unpreventable lightnishe, "and break it oft and find out in finger for it. "I'm afraid youll have Bennett Burton, is a historical study
ng-set
fires at the time they start
time what a mistake we were making." to pay your friend for it, now."
or monograph that is bound to awak.
"Of course," said he.
(Copyright, 1914. by the McClure News en memories of thrilling events in the
and
was
announced,
it
Therefore,
paper Syndicate.)
A Cure for Sour Stomach
minds of old timers and at the same
gave them a jeliy iittie din
When run down with kidney trouble, her aunt then
was
free
for
she
free
and
time arouse patriotic pride. It is not
ner,
backache, rheumatism or bladder the first time since she had come in- CASE OF MUTUAL CALLDOWN a mere recital of numerous skirmishes
to
e
weakness, turn quickly for help
to this
place, where all the
"
Have a and battles with Indians but tells in
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take nice young men had been bo anxious Shopper and
Little
Arms
at
a
Over
graphic manner of deeds of heroism,
Passage
a
havdidn't
have
she
to
see that
spare
them into your system without
Foolish
forced marches, of massacres by
of
Question.
hands. Now, of course,
ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him- minutefellonoffher
the
Each
for
greater
part.
they
rod, N. Y, says: "Foley Kidney Pills
Did you ever stop to examine an
Jimmy Carroll escorted her
have done me more good than $150.00 morning
down the road to the woods, left her, ash fan? If not, go out and look one
worth of medicine." They give good and went his way. Each day after over before you read the rest ft this
results. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross lunch It was the same. She was sup short but entirely truthful tale. You
Drug Store. Adv.
posed to be motoring or golfing or on will find that an ash can is a large,
the river with him. Rainy days he sat round thing, absolutely cumbersome
and utterly unable to have Itself wrapwith her on her aunt's veranda.
NORTH CAROLINA LEAGUE OPENS
do this,", she said ped up by a parcels boy, says the
"But
needn't
you
Asheville, N. C, April 23. The that, first rainy afternoon. "This is Washington Star.
seventh season of the North Carolina asking rather too. much of you, Mr.
However, It fell to my lot to make
of a trio of ash cans, three How She Wa Helped During
a
purchase
baseball league opened today, with CarrolL"
j
nice round ones, which could sit out
Winston-SaleHe grinned. "One calls one's fiance In
playing at Greensboro,
the cold full of ashes, and wonder
Change of Life by Lydia E.
Kaleigh at Durham and Charlotte at Jimmy, If that happen to be his why all the rest of the world had its
Pinkham's Vegetable
Ashevllla. The season will continue name," he said gravely. "And as to cans emptied. I went to a department
like
I
it;
yes,
here,
really
staying
until September 9, the schedule calland there a girl with chewing
Compound.
It'll keep the others away. Oh, I've store, who sells laces
Monday, washing for 138 games.
made .'em think I'm terribly jealous gum
boards
,
, candy Wednesday,
of you. They're scared to come around books .Tuesday, asked
Philadelphia, Pa. "1 am just52years
mo if I wished
Thursday,
for when I'm here, and that gives you a to
of age and during Change of Life I suf
Foley Kidney Pills Successful
buy
anything.
fered for six years
To have a fine healthy complexion chance to read. Don't mind me. Go
"Yes, I want three ash cans."
terribly. I tried sevthe liver must be active, the bow- on with that book you're reading. I'll
"Ash cans? Step this way, please.
eral doctors but none
els regular and the blood pure. All finish the morning paper. I'm just the There they are. Will you have them
to keep the rest
seemed to give me
know,
you
bulwark,
sent?"
this Is brought about by using HER-BINEvery
away."
any relief.
into
this
I
liv"No,"
amazing
It thoroughly scours the
replied
month the painswere
She smiled at him and let her hand
I
will
them
and
take
up
quiry; "wrap
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body rest on his arm for a moment
intense in both sides,
arm."
in fine condition and restores that
and made me so
"You're a perfect dear, Jimmy,' them under my
"Oh, Is that so!" replied the
weak that I had to
clear, pink and white complexion to said she.
do
"I
hate
a
fresh
certainly
go to bed. At last
Then he brought her the ring. It
much desired by ladles. Price BOc.
a friend recommenwas a beautiful stone. She caught her guy!"
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
's
ded Lydia E.
breath. "Why why " she began
Vegetable
Napoleon's Last Days of Power.
demurrlngly.
GEORGIA TEACHERS MEET
One hundred years ago Napoleon Compound to me and I tried it at once
He laughed easily.
"Must have an engagement ring to restored Pope Pius VII. to liberty and and found much relief. After that I
Macon, Ga., April 23. Macon Js enall
aboveboard allowed him to return to Rome. The had no pains at all and could do my
tertaining during the remainder of make it lookhe fair andas he
know,"
explained
slipped pope had been virtually a prisoner of housework and shopping the same
you
this week the annual convention cf
f
the emperor, 'first at Savona and after- as always. For years I have praised
It on her slim finger.
the Georgia Educational association.
"But the expense," she remonstrated ward at Fontalnebleau, for nearly five Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComDelegates and visitors from every
years. In 1808 the French army occu pound for what it has done for me,
Again he laughed. '
part of the state, among the number
"Got it of a friend of mine," he ex pled Rome and took the pontiff cap- and shall always recommend it as a woat liberty to use
being many educators of prominence, plained. "Juet left a deposit which I tive because he had resisted Napoleon man's friend. You are
"-in
letter
I
his
Thomson,
must
We
return
of
my
it.
In
some
when
in
any
back
way.
designs.
were on hand at the opening of tha get
captivity
mustn t we? the pope continued to resist the will of 649 W. Russell St, Philadelphia, Pa,
the
conventions,
observe
proceedings 'oilay.
the emperor. In the early part of 1813
"It's a beauty," she declared.
Change of Life is one of the most
Jimmy smothered something he was he was persuaded to grant some of the critical periods of a woman's existence.
on the ad- Women
about to say. He, too, would play fair demands
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
everywhere should remember
Positive in action for backache, He wouldn't take any advantages un vice of his cardinals, he soon retracted that there is no other remedy known to
he
had
the concessions
made. Now
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and duly.
carry women so successfully through
So the days slipped past. Alicia be the armies of the allies were rapidly this
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's
to look rested. The color flooded advancing on Paris, and the emperor
Compound.
Vegetable
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot- gan
back to her rather pale cheeks. Her felt constrained to set the pope at libtles of Foley Kidney PMa, my rheu- tpiriiB rose. She bantered her tempo erty in preparation for the restoration
If you want speci.il advice
Sled-icin- e
matism and kidney trouble are com- rary fiance, unmercifully at times.
of the jwpal states and as a part of write to Lydia E. l'inkliam
Co.
lynn,
(confidential)
"What shall we havo our breaking the program he had resolved upon in a
,
pletely gone." Safe and effective. O
cvn-dqii'irrtl about?" she would auk. "Shall desperate effort to save his tottering JIass. Your letter will
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
woman
read and answered !y
ifTw- (!
nr !it.,i1IPi 0r music. throne.
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if the patterns hold out that long This is an unusual opportunity to
about wholesale
buy dependable silk guaranteed free from loadlng-- at
selected-anall
were
These
d
carefully
represent fashions
prices.
patterns
color-Here
is
the story--if you haven't been
demand both in fabrics and
here - come.
I

$5.00 and $5.50

$12.50 & $13.50

$15.00

Patterns

Patterns

Patterns

Silk Crepes, solid coir

h

Mercerized Silk Ratines, In
nearly all colors and black and
white. 36 inches wide, five yards
to a pattern. Usually eold at
.15.00 and '$5.50 a'pattern. These
patterns arc especially desirable
,.i for summer dresses
as this fabric may
be laundered- i

ore, In ail the new shades; including tango, electric greens
and blues, mahogany, new rust
apricot, etc. These come in five
yard lengths and lusually sell at
$12.50 and $13.50 a pattern.
It
is to your advantage to make
an early ' selection
as these are selling
:.
rapidly

8.25

;

Indians. The story is well told and
the sources for the narrative assure
Its historical accuracy. Mrs. Burton
in conclusion pays the following tribute to volunteers and private citizens
in those stirring days'The zeal and
solenergy shown by the officers and
which
with
fortitude
and
the
diers,
fathey encountered hunger, thirst,
their
In
pursuit
tigue, and exposure
o! hostile Indians within the department during the year 18G3 are deservNot
ing of the highest affmiration.
less is this due to those parties who
were so unfortunate as not to overtake the Indians than those who came
up with them. All toiled and suffered alike. The gallantry which every
one showed when there was an opportunity to close with the enemy,
proves that that virtue among the
troops in New Mexico was common to
all.

"The alacrity with which citizens

of New Mexico took the field to pursue and encounter the Indians Is
worthy of all praise. Many of them
weer conspicuous for their courage,
and all betrayed a settled determina
tion to assist the military in their ef
forts to rid the country of the fierce

and brutal robbers

and

murderers

who for nearly two centuries brought
poverty to its inhabitants, and mourn

ing and desolation to nearly every
hearth throughout the territory."
of New Mexica,
"The
of ex
1692," gives the translation
tracts from the journal of General
Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan
Tt
Ponce de Leon," the
Is an interesting recital, drawn from
the original documents.
The editorial pages reproduce an
article by Secretary of State Antonio
Lucero on the "Homely Virtues of the
the reply of Rev,
Lansing Bloom to his critics, a let
ters from Professor P. J. Harrington
of the School of Americau Achaeology
on the location of the Ben Hur room
In the Palace of the Governors, an
editorial on the proposed national
park of the Cliff Cities, on "El
the periodical of the New Mex--'
Ico Archaeological society and, necrology of eminent citizens, including
Captain Candelario Martinez, Demo-triPerez and Lucius K. McGaffey.
Notable is the complete alphabetical index of the first volume as well
as a Mat of illustrations and tables
of contents.
This present number
has beautiful Illustrations on tinted
paper of Maxwell's Mansion on the
Cimarron, of a caravan on the Santa
Fe trail in sight of Santa Fe, portraits of Colonel Kit Carson and General John C. Fremont and a blanket
design of prehistoric weave. Taken
altogether, the number is the most
notable contribution to New Mexico
history ever made by any periodical.
Spanish-Americans-

,"

A valuable dressing ,for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, Is BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT; it is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.

Mrs.
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This Special Sale of Dr ess Pattern 8
Continues All this Week
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Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs.
cold3, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
cough's and throat troubles! Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Fol
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after efroct." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
A If.

NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL

Santa Fe, April 23. Albuquerque,
will get what is left in New Mexico
of the Internal revenue office for New
Mexico and Arizona. John I Zimmerman In charge of the stamp office
in the federal building here received
orders today from Internal Revenue
Collector L. T. Carpenter to move to
Albuquerque immediately and will do
so by next week. He entered into
negotiations today for headquarters in
the postoffice building at Albuquerque.
Ortiz Is Honored
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz today received a certificate giving him
membership in the National Highways
association.
Civil Service Examination
Three applicants are taking the
civil service examination at the federal building for surveyor.
Paine Goes Back
W. T. Paine, special agent of the
general land office, who has spent the
past eight days in Santa Fe inspecting
the land office and installing Surveyor General Lucius Dills, was summoned to Washington, D. C, and left
on the afternoon train.
Certificates Are Issued
The department of education today
issued certificates as institute in
structors to Miss Katherlne Burns of
Clovls, who will assist Mrs. Brumbach
in conducting the Valencia county institute; to Mrs. Ml, B. Austin of Douglas, Ariz., and as conductor to Dr.
Mendell Silber of New Orleans, but
formerly of Albuquerque, who will
conduct the Bernalillo county institute.
Protests to Clancy
, Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
receives many letters from settlers on
the public domain In eastern New
Mexico complaining of destruction of
crops by cattle, sheep and horses and
asking that the attorney general's office take action in the matter.
The Rev. Ltaa Shields at Jemez,
Sandoval county, writes the attorney
general that a convivial crowd that
makes the saloon across the road from
the church ita headquartera, disturbs
church services and annoys worshipers. He aska for redress that the attorney general's office cannot give.
Wayne Braze! Arrested
Wayne Brazel, who was known as
the best friend of the late Pat Garrett
and. who leaped 'Into fame "at the
time- that Garrett was killed,
has
been arrested in Dona Ana county on
a perjury char?j in count ctlon with
a homestead n.trv. His two witness
es in makij .)
homirtecd af.lia
vita. Jimc W Cc.ild ai.d Joseph C
Olney were arraigned in the federal
court this afternoon and entered
plea of not guilty. Brazel will be
arraigned at a later day.
Court Room Crowded
The federal court rom was crowded
today with attorneys from all parts
of the state while Judge Pope set
cases for trial. The famous case of
the United States vs. One Roan Horse
was set for trial on May 15. The
Robinson murder case was set for
April 27, and the sensational case
against San Juan Garcia on May IS.
Dan Pipkin, a prominent citizen cf
Gallup will be tried for"perjury on
.

-

,

May 5. Other cases in which the
United States appears as plaintiff or
prosecutor, were set as follows:
Painter and Alamogordo
Lumber
company, May" 4; General Jose Ines
Salazar, May 11; Manuel Jaramlllo
and Tranquilino Lucero, May 8? .
M. Sanchez and D. H. Herrera, May
8; Juanita Martinez and Sabato
May 14; Margarito Duarte and
Moreno, May 15; Luis Archuleta, May
15; Jose Antonio Martinez, May 13;
Damacio Tafoya, Placido Sisneros,
May 20; Julian Maestas and Restitu-t- o
Sandoval, May 19; Flavio Marfclnes,
and Tafoya and Mellugin, May 21;
Yankee Fuel company, May 16; Glis-- '
sen and Ham, May 20; Flores, May
15; Ham, May 11; Yurkovlc, May 5;
Riii-co-

Montgomery,

May

n,

4.

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
When you have a cold you want

the best medicine obtainable so as to
get rid of it with the least possible
There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough,
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that
preparation. I know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by an dealers. Adv.
du-Ia- y.

EDITORS IN CONCLAVE

Houston, Tex., April 23. The twenty-ninth
annual convention of the National Editorial association was opened here today under condition that
promise one pf the most successful
and profitable meetings in the history
of the association. Never have the
editors1 been greeted with a more complete and elaborate program prepared
for their entertainment, The business
sessions will continue several days
and will be devoted to the discussion
of every phase of newspaper making
and management; Several speakers
of national prominence are on the proi
gram.

,'!!'.'..'

Children's Diseases , Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for Inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs, L C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., 6ays: "My three
children had severe attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of
Foley' Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross,
Drug Store. Adv.
FRENCH-BURRIL-

L

WEDDING
New York sofull force this aft-

New YOrk, April 23.

ciety turned out in
ernoon for the wedding of Francis Or- mond French and Miss Eleanor Livingston BurrilL The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Livingston BurrilL who enjoy much social
prominence both in this city and o.t
Newport. Mr. French Is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Tuck French and a
nephew cf Mrs. French Vauderbilt.
The we&JIng took place in the fashionable St Bartholomew's church and
was followed by a' reception at ttie
Burrill home..

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
has a stimulating effect on the stomach, liver and bowels is Folev Cathnr- ' tio Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing In
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after efMa
shnk?n
The Antisi-ntipowder
XJ Hie sbora The KiMtiuard Hem. fects. They remove that gassy dis
Hie feet fur a quarter
toy lor 40.000
Hold tended feeling so uncomfortable to
Century.
everywhere, 2f Sumnle KRKR. stout persons. O. G. Schaefer
an
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Beautiful designs in Figured
Silk. Crepes blue, green, tan,
brown, and black grounds, with
dainty figures and, Persian deThis fabric is extremely
sign
popular at present You'll have
to see them to really appreciate
the extra value we are giving
you in this lot)
Regular price $15
a pattern
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DEPEW

YEAR
f

FORMER SENATOR, DESPITE RECIS IN
ORD AS BANQUETTER,

lll

GOOD

HEALTH

New" York, April 23. Chauncey M.
Depew, former United States senator,
lawyer, financier, railroad president,
orator and past master of the art of

r
speaking, celebrated his
eightieth birthday anniversary today.
That the occasion wa marked by the
receipt of a flood' of congratulations
it is scarcely necessary to state, for
few men in America have a wider circle of friends and acquaintances than
from New York.
the genial
weeks
two
ago his moro
than
More
intimate friends, business associates
and fellow members commenced t
Mr.
give dinners complimentary to
nonom nnrl in recosniition Of hf
e
years.
reaching the age of
is in excellent health
The
for a man of his years and as seasoned a banquetter a3 could be found
lianywhere in the land, but the rapidfire manner in which the complimentary dinners weer being thrust upon
him was rather more than he couH
stand, so he decided to call a halt
and rest up a bit rather than incur
the risk of making his eightieth milestone the last of his life's journey.
The general public has been st
used to associating Mr. Depew's name
with, afterdinner speaking and the
anectelling of humorous stories and
dotes that the high lights in his long
and busy career have been almost
forgotten. Nearly fifty years ago he
was admitted to the bar and soon
became a leader in his profession. At
the close of the crvll war he was appointed attorney for the New York
and Harlem railroad company, which
position he held for several years. In
.187.5 he was made general counsel for
the New' York Central and Hudson
River Railroad company and has ever
since remained identified with that
company and with various other railroads affiliated with the Vanderbilt
system. He was elected president of
the New York Central in 1885, resigning in 1899 to become chairman of
the board of directors of the New
York Central, the Lake Shore, the
liichigan Central, and the New York,
Chicago and St. Louis railroad companies.
Mr. Depew entered the field of politics at an early age and in 1861 waB
e
New York legislature.
elected
Two years later he led the republican
campaign in New York as candidate
for secretary of state, and reversed
the democratic success of the preceding year, but declined renomination
at the expiration of his term.
He was candidate for lieutenant
governor in 1872 on the liberal republican or Greeley ticket, but acted with
the republican party the next year.
In 1881 he was a candidate for United States senator to succeed Thomas
C. Piatt, who resdgned, but after a
long contest he withdrew. He was
tendered the senatorship in 1885, but
declined the nomination owing to
professional and business considerations. Finally, in 1899, he was elect
ed to the senate to succeed Ed'ward
In
Murphy, Jr., and was
1905. His term expired In 1911, when
he was succeeded by James A.
after-dinne-

four-scor-

!
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kHE treasures of the world will be shown to millions of visitors at
International Exposition in San
preaf Panama-Pacifiof the world's great nations have acin 1915. Thirty-fou- r
cepted the invitation of the United States, and their displays
will be among the most elaborate ever shown at a world's exposition.
The artistic phases of the Exposition will be especially notable.
The photograph above shows a superb work. "Tlie Fountain of Ores,"
by a famed woman sculptor, Miss Evelyn Beatrice Logman. The founreet in height, will be placed in the entain, which will be twenty-sitrance upon San Francisco harbor of the Court of the Four Seasons.
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Interna
kLANS for the Canadian building at toe Panama-Pacifi- c
tional Exposition at San Francisco in 1915 have been approved.
J and the work on the ereat structure bas started.
The Canadian Palace, as It is officially named, will be one
of the largest and most imposing of the foreign buildings, having a
length of 3 JO feet a width of 240 feet and a height of 60 feet, and will
cost in the neighborhood of $300,000. It will be the largest building
ever erected by Canada at an international exposition, covering 66,000
square feet, and will bouse one of the most elaborate and comprehensive exhibits of the Dominion's resources and products ever shown on
foreign soil. Six hundred thousand dollars has already been, voted by
the Canadian parliament for the building and exhibits, but a further
grant, bringing the appropriation up to $1,000,000, will be recommended.

HANDSOME

BOOK

ON

PANAMA-PACIFI-

EXPOSITION AND PANAMA
TO

ALL

INQUIRERS

INTERNATIONAL

C'

CANAL

FREE

REGION

MAILED

OF CHARGE.

HANDSOME book of sixty pages, illustrated profusely in colors and
International
giving detailed descriptions of the Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition to be held in San Francisco from Feb. 20 until Dec. 4,
1915, and of the Panama canal and the canal region, will be mailed by
Internationa! Exposition free of charge to all inthe Panama-Pacifi- c
quirers. The booklet is Intended as a general guide to prospective visitors and will also contain information concerning the great engineering
feat which the Exposition is to celebrate. Write to the Manager, the
International Exposition, Ex-Bureau of Publications. Panama-Pacifiposition building, San Francisco, for the booklet
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Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui. I
would spit up everything I ate. i had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular,
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what 1 eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength,.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
You
you, too. Get a bottle today.
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.
Write to : Chattmoopi Medicine Co.. Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special ir
ttructvmt on your case and
book, "Homo
Tnatamt tar Women," sent in plain wrapper. NC120
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THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN YEARS

Huge Ooean Greyhounds Are Stretched
Out at Full Lenath, With no
Sheds Between, as Far as
the Eye Can See.

x

Buenos Aires. Not even London's
docks give such a picture of the vivid
bustle and whispering of the sea as
does the water front of Buenos Aires,

for here huge ocean greyhounds are
stretched out at full length, with
no sheds between, funnel behind
funnel as far as the eye can see. A
veritable street of nations is this water
front. Here a Royal Mall packet from
England one of those aristocrats of
the seas which ewim up and down
across the tropics with music and folks
dressing for dinner rubs shoulder
with a. river boat just come down the
Parana river from Paraguay with a
cargo of oranges; there
Spanish
liner from Barcelona, a Frenchman
from Marseilles, an Italian from
Genoa, a German from Bremen, loaded
down with champagne and aperitifs,
opera companies and automobiles, and
hundreds of hopeful immigrants from
all the countries of the old world;
ships flying the flags of every nation
of
the world, and sailors "Joking in a
to
the
declined
honor,
Depew
accept
dozen tongues.
because he was not inclined at that
On every hand it eeems to the visitor
time to venture upon a political c9 that he has been swallowed by a modreer. Another fact now almost for- ern Babylon.
and
These docks
gotten is that Mr. Depew was a promin- wharves are the finest in the world,
ent candidate for the republican pres- and connect with over 20,000 miles of
idential nomination m 18S8. He serv- railroads, reaching every part of the
ed as one of the "Big Four" from republic.
Commercially and financially Buenos
New York at five of the national con- Aires
is the Argentine. It has 26 banks
ventions of his party. In the conven- which supply the republic with money,
tion of 1892 he presented the name big banks with splendid buildings.
of President Harrison for renomina- Four of them have a capital stock of
$5,000,000, and the statistics of their
tion.
Ever since his college days at Yale deposits, discounts, loans and clearare amazing in their magnitude.
Mr. Depew has showed marked ora- ings
The Bank of Argentine Nation, which
torical ability and particular facility
operates 80 branches throughout the
r
as an
speaker. Although country, shows a net profit of $4,000,- hia oratorical talent has been re- 000 or $5,000,000 a year.
As a social center Buenos Aires is
peatedly recognized .by his selection
as orator upon many important oc also the Argentine. Most of the
money made in the Campo is spent
casions, it is his great ability as an
here. The city has scores of millionr
speaker which has made aires, nabobs who each own their half
him famous and won for him an international reputation. He has been
the orator on three great national occasions, the unveiling of the Statue
of liberty in this city, the centenial
celebration of the inauguration of the
first president of the United States,
and the dedication of the World's
Columbian exposition in Chicago in

r
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By EUGENE

WALTER, author of "Paid in Full," "The Easiest
'
Way,", "Fine Feathers," etc.

The Play th&.t held New York a.nd Chicago
Spellbound for one Whole Season
A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country, Redolent
with the atmosphere ot the Canadian Woods

Excellent Cast, Elaborate Scenic Production
Llil".':
-S-

EATS

f
ON

SALE:AT IllEPHEY'S TUESDAY

Prices

-

1.00,

$1.$0,

7oo

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

after-dinne-

I

!

l:

'

-

after-dinne-

ry

1892.
.

Rheumatl

Why- is.uj'ur

'

Pains Relieved

lmrtisumatl8m when

Gross, Kelly '& Co.

relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have been subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me immediately, and I take pleasure in rec
ommending it to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.

Sole Agents
nil

"

Adv.

gers may leave the train at Trinidad
and take it again at Albuquerque or
Santa Fe. The distance is 200 miles
and the trip la to be made in leisurely
stages so as to consume three days.
The first night's stop will be at Uta
Park, the second at Taos and the
third at Santa Fe, where no doubt
many of the passengers will take the
automobile to Albuquerque.
From
Taos to Santa Fe the fare is to be
?10, or less than it costs now to make
Because It is bo perfectly safa to u
the trip by railroad.
ftnd baa been of such great help to a
host of expectant mothers, these women,
exnerienced In this most happy period,
advise the use of "Mother's Friend."
Applied externally to the abdominal
muscles its purpose is) to relleva tha
nt
undue tension upon tha cords and
resulting from muscular expansion.
fino
Beneath the surface is a network of
nerve threads and tha gentle, soothing
la
"Mother's
Friend,"
embrocation,
designed to so lubricate tha muscular
and
as
to
avoid tha unnecessary
fibres
continuous ragging upon this myriad of
nerves. It la a rellex action.
Applied to the breasts it afforda tha
proper massage to prevent caking.
Thousands of women have reason to
belleva in this splendid help under tha
Their
trying ordeal of motherhood.
letters are eloquent evidence of its (treat
value to women, la use for many years
it has coma to ba a standard remedy for.
the purpose.
drue
There is scarcely n
store anywhere but what yon can, easily
obtain a bottle or "Mother s Friend and
tn nearly every town and vlllago is a
grandma who herself used it in earlier!
years. Expectant mothers are urged W
try this splendid assistant to comfort
Mother's Friend is prepared by Braa-6- a
Co., 4K I.smar Kldg.,
Ragulntor
1UU9 Iwoa,
-Atlanta, Co. Bend for our,
lifra-me-

'

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

DOCKS

Mrs. WSi. T. Thompson, of Battle bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I an
"I have been ireO. The?8 tablets era eploudid
Creek; Mich, writes:
Race Course, Buenos Aires.
troubled with indigestion, sour stom- none better." For sale by all dealer.
Adv..
million acres of land and who count ach and bad breath. After taking two
STAGE SERVICE FROM
their cattle and sheep in hundreds of
thousands. They may go to their farms
In the summer, but their winters are
TRINIDAD TO TAOS spent
in ' their palaces in the city,
where they give royal entertainments
and pay a thousand dollars for a seaSCENIC WONDERS OF NEW MEX son box at the opera houee. The
Buenos Aires Jockey club is supposed
ICO WILL BE SHOWN TOUR-- ,
to be the richest club in the world. Its
ISTS FROM THE EAST.
interior is certainly superb, and the
fittings and furnishings are of the
Santa Fe, April 23. E. G Sperry most
stairkind. Its
has completed arrangements for his way ofcostly is adorned spacious
on either side
oayx
daily automobile service from Trini with valuable statues, and its rooms
dad to Santa Fe, via Taost A charge compare favorably with any millionaires' club. Numerous art galleries
of $30 will be made for the trip,
to ha the most scenic in the and literary, musical and scientific soEarlv in his career Mr Dene w was world. The service will be inaugur- - cieties eloquently testify to the high
of culture prevailing in the
ed on May 1 and a
ar standard
offered the post of minister to Japan
Paris of America.
has
been
the
Lincoln.
eenate
President
The
made
with
rangement
by
confirmed the appointment, but Mr. Santa Fe system under which passen- SUICIDE FOILED BY WOMAN

Co.

INTERNATIONAL

C

SAN

GOflFESSiOII

23, 1914.

Hopes Her Statement, Made PalUc,
Water Front of Buenos Aires
will Help Other Women.
Place of Wonderful Bustle.

EIGHTIETH

.M

h

ATTAINS

APRIL

well-stock-
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After His Terrible Gashing She Fells
and Takes Weapon From
Him.

Pa. Abstaining from
Coatesvllle,
intoxicating liquors for three months,
John Peace, aged forty-fiv- e
years, an
electrician, became despondent and attempted to take his life at the home ot
his sister, Miss Annie Peace, 367 Chestnut street.
He slashed his throat and wrists
with a razor several times, but Mrs.
Graves, wife of Dr. E. H. Graves, a
next-doo- r
neighbor, rushed into the
house and, catching the infuriated man
by the shoulders, threw him to the
floor and took the, weapon from him.
Arteries in both his wrists vere ser
ered and he bled considerably. Hia
condition is precarious.

Stomach Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and 'feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After takHave Golden Wedding Ceremony.
ing two bottles of them 1 was cured."
New York. Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
For sale by all dealers Adv.
Imma Immendt, aged seventy-thre- a
renewed their marand seventy-four- ,
Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Com- riage vows at their golden wedding
anniversary.
pound
Just be sure that you bmy Foley's
Aldermanto Candidate Passes Candy.
Honey and Tar Compound it Is a
Chicago. Thomas Donahue, Demoreliable medicine for coughs, colds, cratic
candidate for alderman, passed
oroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and around 1,000 boxes of candy st a pola grippe coughs, which are weaken- litical meeting.
ing to the Bystem. It also gives
Thieves Exchange, Ducks for Hens.
prompt and definite results for hoarsePeekskiil, N. Y. Thieves who stole
ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
nine
hens from Eugene C. Morgan, left
G.
O.
Red
Sehaefer
and
breathing.
behind two ducks stolen elsewhere.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Wife in the country?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

I don't

this morning?

care.

An ironing board, a damp cloth' and a turn
electric switch and in 5 minutes my
the
of
'
trousers look like new.
And when my wife comes back I am going
to get her an Electric Percolator, an Electric
Samovar, an Electric Range, an Electric Toaster
and an Electric Hot Water Cup.
I have been told all about thess th:-- ?
f;r
vrvd c i I'.Lcirlc
years. Now I have actually
Fktiron and I know all the electric co::.f,;ti t ..;
I have been missing.
1
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The Return of the Regiment
(Written by G.)
It was the' day the regiment was to
Editor. return and the
M.M. PADGETT
people of the town
were preparing as best they could to
There
had
welcome the soldiers.
been a hard battle and It was over
now, but the people after such hard
times, were very poor and the prepaAt
the
East
Entered
postofflce at
wasvnot
town
ration
La Vegas, New Mexico for trans- much. the s was. making, "-States
United
mission through the
Two messengers had arrived a day
pmQa as second class matter, u s
that regiment
before, , reporting
would arrive in two days.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
It was near the middle of the day
and as yet nothing had happened.
Dally, by Carrier
I .05 Sentinels had been posted at the out
Ter Copy
.15 skirts of the town to await any mesOne Week
.65 senger that might be sent ahead.
One Month
7.50
One Year
Suddenly in the distance a solitary
Daily, by Mail
horseman appeared over the top of
16.00 a hill.
i
One Tear (In advance)
The sentinels waited Impa3.00
ix Months (In advance)
tiently till he, rode up and reported
7.00 that the
One Year (In arrears)
regiment was pot far behind.
- 3.75 Word was sent to the people and
Bix Months (in arrears)
there was some; excitement among
.

CALMETTE DEATH

THE PADGETT CUP

Publisher by
--
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ELECTIONS

leaBt this once, would stay out of
mischief. She was'' expecting1'" his
Grandma over to" spend the 'day" also,
and thought if she came in time she CHOOSING OF MEMBERS OF THE
could help ,;watch ; tho little fellow.
FRENCH CHAMBER OF DEPU-TIEGrandma did come early. But not
MAKES HISTORY
Wben,-- . she rang the
early enough.
bell,; no one &jilwfejed7;i She rang
Paris, April 23. The elections of
again and again. Soon she saw pU for the chamber of deputies,
Jack's two
bright eyes. ; peering which will be held on Sunday, April
through the glass ; in the door. She 28, will have an Important place in
called out "Where, is Mary?," .''Down tne history of the third republic. :
cellar," he answered. Grandma wait- ; The killing of Gaston Calmette, ed
ed until she was , tired and then start- itor of the Figaro, by Madame Cail
ed around to the back, of the house, laux, wife of ' the
of fias her commands to he let in were nance, ami the great Rochette scandal
not obeyed by Juck.- There she found which the Figaro tragedy served to
the milkman ringing the back door bring to the furious climax will, no
,
belL
,,
doubt have considerable Influence
f
Uust then Mary came around ths upon the voters, but probably not so
side of the house, and such a sight much effect as may be thought by obto behold! Grandma hardly knew her. servers abroad.
The point which
as the was black as a chimney-swee- p
stands out in, connection with the elec
S

.

'

'

-

and her pretty pink dress and white tions is that for the first time under
apron were all covered with dirty the present regime two powerful and
well defined constitutional parties are
black coal dust
One of these
them.
wan.
v... t Grandma said "Why Mary what Is' opposed to eaoh other.
...
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
Suddenly more horsemen appeared die,; matter?" and where have you parties is made up of the "radical and
The poor girl was, now
12.00 on the hilLvand more followed while been?"
spetalistio radical groups; the other Is
One Year
She explained tlje the' federation of democrats of the left,
1.00 behind thena were the men on foot most in despair.
Six Months
It did not take long for them to en- best she could that she had gca pfthed a few months ago by Aristi'de
ter
the town. Nearly all the people down in the cellar to build a fire and
(Cash In Advance for Mall
The old "bloc" of republican groups
were them, to see them ana many Jack had followed h.r, and then had
Subscriptions.)
And hurrldly formed for the separation. ..of church
stairs.
see
back
returned
to
gone
the
up
regiment,
wept
Remit by check, draft or money
or what "was left of the many who bolted the door, (Of the lnrnace room. and state, havilHacco?nplished Its
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
She n;!e;d him but he didn't seem to purpose, began, .slowly
had started out
. -toe responsible for loss.
their
on
rode
hear her. ..She did not know what It was first weakened by denunciahe
horesmen
up
Specimen copies free on application,
socialsome
carrying to do next. There was Jack up stafrs tion on the part of the unified
thin, tired) horses,
wounded soldiers. The cavalry came alone and from the noise she herd cc- - ists of the treaty of alliance, then it
one by on-tAT
assured support
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
up, tired, dusty and ragged and many casionally he must have been in mis lost
EXPIRATION OF TIME
wore bandages. The small boys ran chief. She had tried to climb out of of other republican .groups end their
PAID FOR
at the window bat failed. Then (die leaders. Thp opinifo" grew that the
along casting admirrng glances
to
the rough men and some envying heard door bells ringing, first the uncompromising
which
unit
the
the
largest
radicals,
front door bell, then the back, then
Advertisers are guaranteed the them.
were
both together. There was only one in the "bloc," rigidly adhered, was out
not
The
the
satisfied,
people
circulation
and
weekly
largest dally
to escape and that was of date and served only to promote in
of any newspaper in northern New regiment must parade up and down way for her
the streets for the proud and admir- to go over the coal in the bin anl ternal dissention and national weak
Mexico.
ness, and was, moreover, out of touch
ing gaze of the multitude. They had trawl out through tne narrow coal
with the bulk of public opinion.
reached the flag which was suspend- shute.
However, by strict enforcement of
TELEPHONES
the
nurried
into
and
Grandma
in
court
over
of
head
the
ed
front
Mary
discipline; the radicals succeed2
Main
party
Office
(Business
house, and the rear line had ap the house to see what Jack had gone.
a predominant posi
ed
in
maintaining
Main 2
News Department
idle.
The
not
been
proached it, when one old soldier He evendently
tion and no ministry could live for
who had struggled through the weary poor girl could have cried, when she
long without its acquiescence. The
journey to reach his home, raised his entered the dining room and saw th
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1914.
way in which the Caillaux cabinet mis
and
cloth
to
table
white
for
his
salute
dirty
pretty
cap
country's flag
handled
the difficult' internation crisis
the last time, for just then his weary wet. Jack had dipped water out ot
WAI1
of the Agadir incident
out
arising
and
the
bowl
whish
fish,
held
body fell heavily to the ground and the
caused
public dissatisfac
widespread
a sudden breeze caused the flag to had tried to water the flowers in the
It will advertise the cheap and de--,
tion and was the first t(ow to the
not
loosen and drift downard wrapping window. The table cloth was
only
In the following
M.'!op the brave; it will draw us
soiled but his clean white suit was radical prestige.'
him in iits folds.
and
a
common
war and the grave in.
in
Balkan
the
purpose
year
all wetand dirty. Grandma quickly
Little Jack
a vast amount of grafting and
ternatioual situation, .fyed; Germany
helped Mary fix the table and then to
G.)
(Written
by
'" "venality; it will sell newspapers by Little Jack was the
greatly augment her. military
pivot around marched Mr. Jack up stairs to change strength. French opinion at once
ihe ton, and make a few real heroes.
his
clothes.
which every thing twined In the
Mothers will weep and states will be
took alarm; the adequacy, of France's
When his mother came home with
Browns home. What ever had to be
while
defences was called in question.
the
tide
of
remade,
progress done or left
In
order
undone, three year 'Id her friends, everything was
.In the world rests in
Senator Raymond Foincare, until
its forward
and read even to Jack.. His grandma
was thought of first.
movement. God save us all from war, Jack
then little known to the public, seized
One morning a telegram came after had kept close watch on him to pre
hut when it comes make us worthy
the moment to come forward with a
Jack's father had gone to work. Some vent any further work of mischief. new
wf the best that It breeds In us.
pjjjitjcal gospel. He preached a
school friends of mother's would be After the guests had gone, grandma
united France, self respecting an 'reEmporia Gazette.
in on the eevning train and spend briefly related Hack's' mischief to his
o
spected i fey all the world, toleration
the day with her. Mother had to mother, and of course his mother was for all'
opinions and creeds, fy.ijnore
MOKE SERIOUS THAN
hurry to the train to meet them, sorry too. When he went to bed that efficient and fairer administration and
MEXICO
leaving Mary to watch Jack and pre- night he asked Mary to forgive him a reformed fiscal policy in place of
pare a nice dinner for the coming and told her that he was going to the rough and ready expedients for
,
help her after this- instead of making meeting current expenditure, which
Under the above heading the New guests.
Mother went away hoping Jack, at more work for her.
York World discusses the recent atseemed to have become almost an intempted assassination of Mayor
variable rule,
'.
of New York In an editorial that that government is directly responsi- men as Michael P. Mahoney in wholeThe "new spirit," as it soon was
should have the widest possible pub- ble for every man's wealth and
every sale lots, and every demagogic poli- called, made o Immediate and rapid
licity and the thoughtful consideration man's poverty!, Eevrywhere the doc- tician, every demagogic orator, every (progress, but it was' not until a few
of all the lawabiding citizens. It fol- trine is taught that whether a man is demagogic editor, has a personal re- months later&fter tie Barthou cabilows:
net's defeat by a political ruse of the
ail honest, decent citizen or a loafer sponsibility for the finished product
iWhat happened in front of the city and a criminal depends not upon him
For two days the country has been radicals that Briand, upon whom the
hall yesterday is another sign of con- self but upon society. Everywhere the highly excited about the turn of af- mantle of Foincare had fallen after
ditions that are Infinitely more men- doctrine' ia taught that If a woman fairs In Mexico, and whether, If the latter's ejection to the presidency,
acing to the United States than any- earns ? f or f 10 a week she ought to Huerta salutes the flag, the president tooR the great step of embodying it
thing that is going on In Mexico.
be chaste, but if she earns only $ 7 or should permit a' salute In return. Is into a- party1' H imag ifiupported W
No defiance of the republic from 18 a week "prostitution is a legitimate it nof about time that PflSe country a number,of the' nitfaft' furominent men
abroad is comparable to this defiance avocation.
begari'!to""get excited about certain in, public life,' fron"bohs the senate
of the republic from within.
What wonder that thousands of affairs at home which are again laid and chamber, Including Theophlle
Any insult that a Huerta can offer cranks, fanatics and lunatics, their bare by the attempt to assassinate Deqasse, Louis Barthou, Stephen Pi- to the American flag Is trifling In its wretched brains addled toy all this Mayor Mitchel?
ehen, Jean Dupuy, proprietor, of , the
seriousness as against the appeal demagogic nonsense, should come to
The army and the navy: can'; deal Petit .Parisien, a newspaper wilih an
which is made here at ihome day after believe !that they have a mission to with Mexico if need be. But neither. average daily circulation of over a
day to anarchy, to demagogy, to class regenerate human society.!;- What Army or navy can cope With the million and a half, Alexandre MiUeiv
hatred, to public passion and to sa wonder that more and more of them spirit 'of anarchy and' demagogy and and, Henry Cheron, all of them
and host of other men. The
a coffin their fancied clasa hatred and political assassina
botage, and which finds Its final ex- seek to carry-'tif
It
is
must
new
be
Briandist
done,
tion.
That
done,
and
pression in assassination.
its
party as it Is usually
government
quarrel against
Churches are invaded by mobs administrators!'- J
called, has also secured the support
by the American people themselves.
0' i .
which hurl their blasphemies at the
of the largest and most influential Bec-The man who tried to 8 hoot Mayor
aon: 'of the press, its weak point is
BIRTHDAY'"
SHAKESPEARE'S
while
to
altar,
Mitchel yesterday and wounded the,
they demand the right
New York, April 23. The 350th ani organization, the short time between
Bleep in the pews in preference to a corporation counsel went to his murmunicipal lodging house.
derous task straight from one of the ni versary of the birth of "William' the formation of the party and the
Loaders of the Industrial Workers L W. W. meetings that are held every Shakespeare, the world's greatest elections making anything more than
W the World are permitted to preach day around the Franklin. statue. That playwright was observed with" read- a summary" plan of campaign ouV'of
'
openly the gospel of defiance and to is the sort of food upon which such ings and recitations from his works in the question.. '
schools
counsel their hlsguided hearers to minds feed, whether it had any im- the public
throughout Greater
Against this formidable array of in
were
floral
"take" anything they, want.
New
dividual
Many
talent the radicals have lit
York,
on
offerings
not
mind
or
effect
hts
mediate
When the police undertake to main. That Is the sort of thinking that sus deposited about the ShakeBpeare etat-u- tle to oppose. The strong man,
Iain public order an army of senti tains their obsessions and nerves them
in Central Park. Also in observthe only strong man, of the
mentalists rush into court to protest to deeds of violence. Thanks to the ance of the day were meetings under party, Joseph Caillaux, Is temporarily
against the 'brutality" that deals with teachings of our pampered dema- the auspices of numerous literary and in eclipse and that is a "heavy blow
;
riot as riot
gogues, we have a condition, of, affairs dramatic societies,' together with spe- to its fortunes. Georges Clemenceau,
the
Mobs assemble to march upon the in this country In which every man cial programs at several of the theate- while absolutely .'opposed'-t'
V:
national capital, end Jails are opened who holds high public office Is the rs,.
Briandists, difftrs on several points
ia order that their vagrants may Join possible victim of an assassin's bullet.
from the other radicate, notably on
the "army" and prey upon the coun- What took place in Ne"wY or yester- f-- 6MAKESPEABF3 BIRTHPLACE
the military question. . Caston Dou-23.
world
other
The old
try.
London, April
city
mergue, the presenTpi'f rjierkd''k
day might take place in any
town of Stratford-on-Avon- ,
Our courts are persistently assailed tomorrow.
NoulenS;
the birth- Dumont, Louis Malvy,
fis cunningly devised institutions to
There are thousands of men at large place and burial place of Shakespeare, Rene Renotilt Andre- Wagmot are
enable the rich to oppress the poor.
public.
who are as cratfy as the man wo was gaily decorated today ln' eel ebra mere names to the
Men like William K. Hearst are tried to kill the mayor. Most of them tion of the 350th anniversary of the They are second rate w young and
hi Sly shrieking to an
have a mania about political and immortal bard. Hundreds of pilgrims Inexperienced men. To. offset this,
of the population that the presi--- ! economic questions, and many of them from all over the United Kingdom and however, the radicals have a party
nt of
United Slate? ia a coward are only waiting for a casual word of from other countries as well visited organization built up by years of ex
wrj a traitor who hag fsold out" his Inspiration to set forth, upon a mis- the town to look upon Anne Hatha-way'- s perience and study to a degree of efhouse and other places connect- ficiency almost unequalled by any
sion of murder. American society Is
doctrine is tiuiht perniitUn? the manufacture ot sucn ed with the life of Shakespeare, i party and machine in tho world.
.
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Its ramifications reach into every
village in France. Permanent committees in every constituency by a
judicious dispensing of small favors
and petty decorations are always able
to count on the support of large sections of the electorate. Consequently
when the word o' command cpmes
from headquarters the machine puts
in the radical candidate in nine cases
out of ten no matter what his personal qualifications may be. That 1st one
reason why there is so little evidence
of an electoral campaign in France
compared with America or England.
Barns and fences are placarded with
the election addresses ot the various
candidates, but there Is little space
given to the election in the press and
very few large political meetings.
r This
year, however, the Briandists
are endeavoring to make up for their
deficient organization by a propaganda
speech making campaign in the principal centers, "to educate" the public.
They are also distributing large quantifies of literature!. It will be seen
from this that the Briandists depend
almost wholly on the votes of the
large section of the community hitherto indifferent to, or 'even contemptuous of, politics. Some students of
political conditions declare that this
class is even more indifferent than
ever. They point out that at the elec
tion after the Panama scandal all the
deputies involved, who presented
were rethe'niseJyes , for
turned by increased majority and that
therefore the supposed effect of the
Rochette scandal should be largely
discounted. Under these circumstances
It is easy to realize the magnitude of
the task of tlieBriandisrs' set themselves.
The programs of

''r

'(!- -

I

the two parties
differ more in degree than In kind.
The principal divergences are on the
national defense and electoral reform
questions. The radicals, according to
the program adopted at their congress
at Pau a few months back, deny the
necessity of the three years period of
military service and advocate a speedy
return to the two years regime. The
Briandists on the other hand hold that
such a step, in face of the ever growing masses on the eastern frontier, is
tantamount to national suicide. Both
are agreed as to the desirability of
electoral reform. The radicals would
define it to going back to the old sys
tem of scrutin de lists by which each
elector votes for as many deputies as
the entire department has to elect.
This was supplanted in 1889 by the
,
present system of scrutin d'arrondisse-mientunder which each department is
divided into a number of constituen
cies; each elector voting for one deputy only. The Briandists hold that
this does not go far enough. They
want in addition a modified form of
inronortionate representation. The so
cialists agree with them.
Both parties again favor a graduated income tax instead of the present
system of direct taxation calculated on
the rental value of the house occu- Died bv the taxpayer. But while the
radicals wish to arm the fiscal authorities with power to verify the declaration of the taxpayer by examining
his books and papers, the Briandists
oppose such a (provision as arbitrary
and inquisitorial, in which they are,
of course, supported by all the substantial middle class.
The chamber which has just completed its four years' mandate con
sisted of 597 members. Owing to
changes In population in various centers, there has been a
by which the number has been In
creased to 607. When elected m
1910, the chamber was divided ftifo
the following 'groups: Radicals, '113,
soclalist-racial- s
76, independent " "b- 323, Tight,
cialists, 34, action liberals,
'
21,"'independent, 24. By various splits
toamong the republican groups the
ha'd
12.
to
'9
'of
been Increased
tal
The nucleus of the republican ma
jority Is formed by the radicals and
socialistic-radicalto all Intents and
purposes one group, the other, groups
beine the democratic left and the
progressives the latter of a very con
servative tinge of republicanism. To
these were generally joined the In
denendent socialists, which Include
among them Briand and Millerand,
whose "socialism is far removed from
the more or" less 'revolutionary kind
professed by the unified socialists,
and' thir leader Jean Jaures. The
action liberals, the right and the independents are mostly royalists or
Bonapartlsts and have no political
significance. A working majority
based on such shifting grounds has
made the continuous existence of min
istries exceedingly difficult. Among
so many shades of republican thought
differences of opinion are necessarily
of frequent occurrence, offering unrl- vailuA opportunities
to tho astute
political- strategist A certain combination of . statesmen may be accept
able to the bulk of the republicans on
gome questions and meet with the
strongest opposition on others. Only
by constant recourse to compromise
and every expedient of procedure
could an administration hope to carry
on the task ot government
In the last four years there have

been eight ministers of war, seven
ministers of foreign affairs and seven
ministers of public works. It was with
the object Of substituting for this
shifting and 'unreliable Majority, a
national party, placing the welfare
of France beyond political party considerations, that Briand Invited the
adhesion of all republicans to his new
federation. That Invitation was ey
generally accepted by the democratic
left, the progressives and a certain
number of radicals. .
,
With a few unimportant exceptions,
all the outgoing deputies seek
tion. Very few of them, however, are
allowed to go unopposed. Briand has
no fewer; than tour competitors at
St. Etlenne,, Callalux has one at
Mamers and ihe .Abbe Lemire, ,the
in the chamber, who
last priest-deputseeks
despite the opposition of his ecclesiastical superiors has
an opponent In the constituency of
Hazebrouck, which he has represented for many .years.
Among new candidates of note are
the two academicians ffean Richepin
and Antole France, the latter describ
ing himself as a socialist, and the
who married
Due de Choiseul-PrasliMrB. Charles H. PahH of
Boston;
the Prince de Leon, son of the late
Due de Rohan, who seeks election in
his father's old constituency at
de Moro-Glerri, rhe
brilliant advocate; Counts Jtoederer
and de Vogue and Jules Yedrlnes, the
famous aviator. Thre-wilbe a number of military candidates, among
them Colonel Marchand of Fashoda
fame and Generals "foutey and' Per-eiNewspaper .m?n are
including Andre Tardieu, foreign editor of the Temps, whose
expert
knowledge of international questions,
will, if he proves successful, make
him a welcome addition to the chamber, where too little interest JJs taken
in foreign politics. Among' the figures that will disappear one of the
most conspicuous and popular is that
of the veteran royalist, Leon Baudry
D'Asson, the house's licensed jester,
who is retiring in favor of his son
atfer 36 years' continuous member"
,
ship.
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In industrial education were noted by

Superintendent White on his trip. In
Alamogordo Superintendent George ia
making every back garden blossom
and to provide vegetables, he having
beyond doubt more school gardens
ind 'more successful ones than any
bther superintendent in New Mexico.
Five counties, Bernalillo, Valencia,
Quay, Union and Roosevelt will shortly vote on county high schools and in
this connection, Superintendent White
is especially gratified because of the
increasing number of chilren attending high school, 112, for instance, at
Artesia, 80 at Carlsbad, 325 at
60 at Portales,
The State School for the Blind at
Alamogordo, attended by 43 pupils
and which makes a special feature of
industrial work and music, as well as
the military institute at Roswell. with
130 cadets, pleased Mr. White very
much with the showing made at his
inspection. The new dormitory at the
school for the blind, he found to be
an especially fine structure.
Ros-wel-

HIS Till

STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
STRUCTION VISITS MANY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS

AT TAUPERT'S

IN-

.

Santa Fe, April 23 Fifteen hundred
miles were covered on rail,' in automobile and carriage by Superintendent
of Public Instruction Alvan N. White
on his inspection trip, which took him
through Valencia, Otero, Lincoln,
Roosevelt, Curry, Chaves and Eddy
counties!. Dr. Frank H. H-- Roberts of
East Las Vegas accompanied him on
"
the trip.
The last stop was made at Corona,
Lincoln county, where' a big educational rally was attended by the county superintendents of three counties,
Mrs. W. L. Gumm of Lincoln, Ttev; C.
C. Hill of Chaves and C. L. Burt from
ties, those of Guadalupe "were present,
Torrance,-whil- e
in addition to teach'1
ers from Torrance and Lincoln coun-sthat 300 Bat down to the great midday banquet
Everywhere, too, Mrv White found
much interest In the Santa Fe summer school and he says it will attract
teachers from every part of the state.
Better buildings and intense Interest
1

o

TAOS MAN KILLED

Santa Fe, April 23. Charles Tru-jlll- o
was killed while closing the saAnastacio
loon of his father-in-laSantistevan, at Taos. Trujillo and
Frank Ortega were tending bar for
Santistevan while the latter was with
his sick wife. They prepared to retire
to an adjoining room for the night
and as Ortega was purling out the
lights Trujillo stepped bebind the bar
to et a revolver that was kept' there
to be handy in case of trouble. In
some manner the gun was discharged
and a bullet passed through Trujfllo'a
right forearm, entered the right cheek
and penetrated the brain, causing Instant death. Trujillo was married
only a month ago.
Subscribe for The Op tie
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PERSONALS
Mullins '.Trinidad was a busE.
iness visitor In Las Vegas today.
W. B. Da via of Pueblo, Colo.; was
a business visitor la Lasi'Vegasi today.
as
W, E. Ludlow ot El Paso, Tex.,
a business visitor in Las Vegas to

j.

day.

THE WOLF" WILL

STiRIKERS LSAY

BE AT DUNCAN

TI1EYVILLFIG11T

GUID

TONIGHT
FAMOUS PLAY OF THE CANADIAN
WOODS IS EXPECTED TO
DRAW LARGE CROWD

;

W. B. Tipton of Watrous arrived In
Las Vegas last night for a short busi-

(Continued from Page One)
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' Legislature to Meet
A telegram was received today from
Governor Amnions approving the action of Lieutenant Governor Fitzgerald in deciding to call a special session of the state legislature to finance

FiVIT

A DOLLAR.

WHAT IS IT?

!

k"1 i worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent It In a minute, but I did not
The dollar is my yesterday. I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may fave it and tomor-"ro"not work at all, because my yesterday'
dollar will pay for the service of another who may do the
A dollar is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
.work better than myself."
care,.pf jtbe future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past.

the military expenses. It asked that
the proclamation, be not Issued until
Amnions' arrival here tomorrow night
'Two companies of infantry reached
here from Boulder and Longmont today and with a Denver contingent it
was expected' that 150 would be on
way to Trinidad within a few
hours. The Colorado Springs company
left at noon for Trinidad.-- ' The departure of two troops of cavalry from
Denver, as reported last night, was
..
delayed jUntJL today;
assistant
.George Lee,
adjutant gen- eral- - stated that 1 to 14 men of Troop
u aeenneo, to Doara tne train witn
the remainder of the command'giving
as their reason failure to receive back
pay and a personal consideration
which they refused to disclose Lee
said no drastic action had been taken,
and he expected the men to leave on
a later train.

i i

u

We pay S per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts,

,;

the arrival of state
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state
of
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Even the arrival the
offer "The
afternoon from a short business visit Mr. John j. Holland wilt
Wolf," that famous play c the Ca- may not serve to quellN the disorders.
to' .Springer.
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rying?

It seems that all the nlre
are paying bo much aUmo&y that

.

W. BOWERS

Rub the Joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
bone conveying its soothing and. re

Drug Co.

And have you no idea of mar
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lb,

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
First United States Senator Has
East Las Veeas. New Mexico
he ever had any experience as a dip
lomat?
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
Second
United States Senato- rMRS. OLL1E SHEARER
Well, no, hut he's always lived ha per
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
feet harmony with his m6ther-in-law- .
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl-- .
v
cure. Chiropody.
NONE LEFT
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

4

tained in this city from

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
to 2,009 lbs., Each Deilvsry
1,000
200 Ibc to 1,009 lbs. Each Deilvsry
60 lbs, to 209 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 69 lbs. Each Delivery

DR. F. B. HUXMANN
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FOR RENT Suite of rooms In modern
home, also single room; cannot rent
to consumptives. 1034
Eighth street
Phone Main 608.
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East Bound
Arrive

OTei7 Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
No. 1...
brethren cordially invited to visiting No. t... .
attend.
' Friedenstine, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers, No. 7... .
CslIo
V. G.; T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl No. I... .
Wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgcock,
FOR SALE Two burner oil stove,
Cemetery Trustea.
good as new, also kitchen table. In
quire of C. Skafte, Y. M. 0. A.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FOR SALE 'Singer sewing machine, month Elks'
home on Ninth street and
dining table and other furniture at Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
810 Douglas avenue.
are cordially invited. Got. Wm.
J
Her Father Why did you let Tom
This
Mills, Exalted Huler; D. W. Condon!
kiss you In the hallway last night?
FOE SALE 12 Plymouth Rock and
Secretary.
The Daughter I couldn't help It I
12 R. I. Red hens.
Apply A. T.
told him to stop.
Rogers, Sr., 1118 Columbia avenue. KNIGHTS
Her Father You did?
AND LADIES OF SECURThe Daughter Yes, every tlma.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390,-M- eets
in
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks. $12.00
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on
the
must
Money
accompany order. Will
ROUGH ON THE COUNT
first and third Mondays of each
treat you right. Mrs'. Maggie E
month at 8 p. m. Visiting
Knights aad
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
Ladies always welcome. O. L.
Fler
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR RENT Six room house, electric East Las
Vegas, N. M.
lights and bath. Inquire 717 Jack-
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the of March, A. D, 1914, at 2:00 o'clock
Vegas, State of New Mexico;
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
tlhis
of
p. m. and was duty recorded in Book
of
however,
directors
State
corporation,
United States of America,
may hold their meetings and have an 1 of Art. Incorp., page 335 on this
New Mexico, sa. ...
What is Popularly Known as "Billing
31t day of March, A. D. 1914.
and Cooing" Doesn't Go In
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
it is Hereby Certified, that the an office, and keep the booka of this
Old Castile.
at Trinidad, in tlie State of Witness my liand anI seal of office.
nexed is a full, true and complete
53,CQ9.W
$100,000.00
j'fT
LORENZO DELGADO,
of the Certificate- of Incor- Colorado, provided; however, that the
transcript
'
-When he is admitted within, hit
Recorder.
The Aerosweeper Com stock and transfer books of this cor County Clerk and
v
doom is sealed, if that la a proper ex poration of
B.
WILLIAM
the
STAPP, Deputy.
principal By
with the endorse- poration shall be kept at
pression in connection with a senorit pany (No. 7,820)
of ravishing eyes and hair, says Cen- ments thereon, as same appears on office of sold corporation at said East
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
SALE
tury Magazine. Once he has becomi file and of record in the office of the Las Vegas, New. Mexico.
State of New Mexico, County of San
a visitor inside the great fort-liARTICLE VI.
State Corporation Commission.
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
ID. T. Hosting, Cashier.
i
In the District Court Sit- 'doors, he Is expected to declare hit
Miguel.
The names and postofflce addresses
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Frank Springer,
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.
Intention, and stick to it. Even ther
In
forsaid
and
the
of
number
ting
County
Corporation Commission of the of the incorporators, and the
there are no sentimental rambles foi
San Miguel.
V
State of New Mexico has caus of shares of stock subscribed by each,
jfcim and his senorita under the palrae
ed this Certificate to be sign- the aggregate of which is Two Hun Samuel J. Ward,
of the patio; there are no whispered
Plaintiff,
.conversations full of sweetly maudlin SEAL ed by Its Chairman and. the dred and Fifty Thousand Dollars, are
vs.
No. 7443,
Seat of said Commission to be as follows:
monotony. He sits in a rocking chaii
F..
et
John
al.
Trini
the
of
Sanla
affixed
one
at
a
row
is
of
'that
Gaylor,
Oity
Archibold Joseph Chisholm,
painfully straight
Defendants.
on this 26th day of March, A. dad, Colorado, 500 shares, $50,000.00.
(ranged down the middle of the room,
His senorita sits in one in a slmilai
In the above entitled action on the
D. 1914.
i
Robert Cairnes Patterson, Trinidad,
straight row opposite. The rest ol
17th day of September, A. D. 1913,
U.B. GROVES',
Colorado, 500 shares, $50,000.00.
the row is occupied by the senoi
Chair mam
Frank Mortford Williams. Trinidad, in the above named court, the said
father and the senora mother and th Attest:
'
Cferk.
CO
F.
EDWIN
ARB,
plaintiff recovered Judgment against
Colorado, 500 shares, $50,000.00.
;senoras aunts and the senoritas sis
the aforesaid defendants, for the sum
William
Trinidad,
Stovell,
Raymond
household
of
the
rest
and
all
the
iters,
of $1050.00 (Ten Hundred and Fifty
For an hour or two hours they rod ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Colorado, 600 shares $50,000.00.
CJIPJTSIL
,at each other and speak noble polite'
$SO$CSDmCO
Kurt Robert Warshaiuer, Antonito, Dollars) and for Eighteen and
of
nesees. Then the senor father begin;
j 1
Dollars
additional
as
costs
of
($18.65)
Colorado, 500 shares, $50,000.00.
THE AEBOSWEEPER COMPANY
ito Indicate, very much as senors fa
j
and
i
interest
wifh
suit,
Office
for,
and
of
citizens
the
the
accruing
VII.
ARTICLE
We, the undersigned,
San'Mignel NationalBank
then sometimes do in the TJnitec United
costs with' a decree for the
i
States of America and sub(a) This corporation shall have no accruing
States, that he would lay the parental
i
head on the pillows The senor lovei scribers to the capital stock of The power tt mortgage Its property or to foreclosure of the mortgage of real es
WIC. Q. HAYDOH-- f
.PresI5eni
picks- up his hat from the stone flooi Aerosweeper Company being desirous dispose of its business as an entirety. tate In the complaint In said action
W, KELLY
described
and
in
heerinafter
more
and rises. The senorita sweetheart to form a corporation under and
fully
or mortgage the same, except upon
miles sweetly at him over, her- fan, pursuant to tha laws of the State of the assent, In writing, first obtained set out; and It was further adjudged
xt D. V. HOSXINB.
hut with holy calm., The senor fathei New Mexico, and having associated of the holders of
the is and decreed by the court on such
of
and the senora mother say graciously ourselves
together for that purpose, sued capital stock of the company, or foreclosure that the plaintiff should
"AdoU, Don Enrique. It was to ut
and hereby adopt the upon the affirmative vote of the holdt-er- have a sale of said land by execution
have
prepared
.much, pleasure," and Don Enrlqut
following articles of incorporation:
of a majority of the said capital on Bald decree to make the said
says: .
"Much thanks: It is hoped that ont
ARTICLE I.
stock at & meeting of the stockholders Judgment, principal and interest and
may have the pleasure extreme of at
The name of said corporation shall diuly called for that purpose; however, costs; and it was further decreed by
'riving again some evening!"
be the AEROSWEEPER, COMPANY. upon such assent so obtained or upon said court that the defendants in said upon under tlie said execution and of San Miguel, State of New Mexico, cipal of said judgment is Tea Ilsa-dre"Some evening," is the next evenini
ARTICLE H.
such affirmative vote so had and not action be foreclosed of all right, title, that at the east front door of the court or so much thereof as may be necesand Fifty Dollars, total amount
'in the same rockinf chair.
The pupos and! object for which otherwise, the corporation shall have interest and claim in and to the said house in the Town of Las Vegas, said sary to make said judgment, interest, to be realized! is Tea Hundred Ninety
real estate and thereafter execution County of San Miguel, for the pur- costs, and
said corporation Is formed is to deal power to mortgage its property.
accruing Interest and ac- tour and 0
($1094.60) Dollars, toQUEER ANTICS OF LIGHTNING with patents,
(W The board of directors, ehall was duly issued on said Judgment pose hereinbefore mentioned I will on cruing costs,
The Northeast gether with costs and accruing
ms
acquire those taken out
or grant licenses have power to make, alter, amend and and decree and placed in the hands May 29th, A. D. 1914, at the hour of Quarter of Section Twenty (20) In which costs to this date ore $19. SO.
others,
by
acquire
Not Always of a Tragic Nature, Some
of this corpora of the undersigned sheriff of said eleven o'clock in the lorenoon of said Township Fifteen (15), North. Range Dated this April 21st, A. D. 1914.
and make contracts in respect to pat-ent- rescind the
Even Humorous to All but
county of San Miguel, requiring him day, offer for sale and sell, at public Nineteen (19) East of New Mexico
and work, transfer or do what tion.
ROMAN GALLEG03,
the Victim,
ever else with them as may be thought
(c) With the assent in writing, or to satisfy the said judgment and de- vendue, to the highest and best bid- Principal Meridian, containing
one Sheriff San Miguel County, New Mexof cree by sale of the said real estate der for cash, in accordance with the hundred and
The antics played by lightning are fit, and acquire, manufacture and sell pursuant to the vote of
ico.
sixty (160) acres, more
sometimes almost beyond belief. A patents for vacuum cleaners, transfer all the issued capital stock, the direc as hereinafter described. Notice is jdugment and decree in the said or less. Interest accruing on said
E. V. Long, Attorney for plaintiff a'
'common trick is that of undressing lte the same and contract for the manu tors of this corporation shaJJ have therefore hereby given that the said cause rendered, the folowlng describ- Judgment to day of sale is Forty-fou- r
posoffice address East Las Vegan
victims. In 1S98 two girls and an el facture of the same, and
and authority to sell, assign. real estate has beetf by nfe levied ed real estate, situate in the County and 0
power
Dollars
pat
acquire
Mexico.
New
the
($44.60),
prin
iderly woman were standing by a reap ents In
transfer, convey or otherwise dispose
foreign countries.
ling machine during a storm. A light
In furtherance and not in limitation of the property and assets of this cornlng flash struck the woman and
killed her on the spot, while the two of the general powers conferred by poration as an entirety, on such terms
girls were stripped to the skin, even the laws of the State of New Mexico, and conditions and for such considera
their boots being torn 'from their feet and of the objects and purposes as tion as the directors shall deem fit,
Otherwise they were safe and sound hereinabove stated; it is hereby ex- right and juis.t.
and astonished.
that the company
(d) The stockholders shall at their
In 1855 a man was struck by light pressly provided
shall
also
have
the
first
powers,
meeting elect, by ballot, or viva
following
nlng near Vallerois, in France, and
a board of directors to manage
to
la
voce,
say:
stripped naliod. AH that could be that
(a) To do any or all of the and control the affairs of this corporfound afterwards of hSu clothes was s
shirt-sleeva few other shreds, and
things herein set forth as objects, ation' subject to the provisions, clauses
some pieces of bis
boots
purposes, powers or otherwise, to and limitations contained in this charr
Ten minutes after he regained con
the same extent and as fully as nat ter; and said board of directors when
BCiousness, opened his eyes, com
ural persons might or could do. and so elected sliall immediately or as
plained of the cold, and inquired how
In any part of the United States as soon after their election as is conven
he happened to be naked.
trus- ient, hold a meeting and elect a presiprincipals, agents, contractors,
Such instances have been recorded
'
tees
or
dent and secretary, and a treasurer,
otherwise.
man
one
and
In
case
a
again
again.
and two oxen were struck simultane
(b) To conduct its business in of this corporation
all its branches, and have one or
(e) The directors shall determine
ously and all three killed. The man
-e
was found stripped
: ......
skin; and
"more offices, and to hold, purchase by a vote the compensation to be paid
'his boots had been carried 30 ya'rdf and convey rights and titles in patr to the officers of this corporation;,
fa
away. "In other cases," says Camillt
ents within the State of New MexIn Witness Whereof we bavei hereIFlammarion, the eminent French as
ico, and In all other states and ter- unto set our names and seals this
ronomer, "lighting has been known t
ritories
of the United States, and fourteenth day of March, A. D. 1914.
men
s
as
in
with
almost
half,
split
i !
ARCHIBALD JOSEPH CHISHOLM
all foreign countries.
ax.
On
and
June 20, 1868, this hap
any
1
!
huge
(Seal)
:pened to a miller's assistant at t
(c) To hold, purchase or otherwindmill near Croix. The lightning
wise acquire1, to sell, assign, trans- ROBERT CAIRNES PATTERSON
struck him and split him from his
(Seal)
fer,
mortgage, pledge or otherwise
'head downwards in two."
dispose of shares of the capital FRANK MONTFORD WILLIAMS
r
h
(Seal)
stock, bonds or other evidences of
L
Profitable Volcano.
STOVELL
' The republic of San Salvador ii Indebtedness created by this cor- WILLIAM RAYMOND
(Seal)
,
poration.
the only government on earth thai
AM!!!imimimmmfimiimm!!!E!i!!!!!ffi!?!!H
con- KURT ROBERT WARSHAUER (Seal)
enter
into
and
make
To
(d)
collects lighthouse fees on account ol
with
kind
tracts of every sort and
a volcano that it owns and withou-thcost of upkeep!
individual, firm, association, State of Colorado, County of Las Ani
any
slightest
1
m
M
I 1I
t1
'
i Sim
I ' ' j j
I ' f J t :
I
The volcanic beacon is about eight
I
I ,
mas, PS.
rt
corporation, private or public, or
Klaus'
miles inland from the port of Acaju
On this fourteenth day of March, A.
any body politic.
tia, and its pillar of cloud by daj
(e) ' To do all and everything nec- D. 1914, before me parsonally appearand of fire by night is visible foi
suitable or proper for the ed Archibald Joseph Chisholm, Robert
It bursti essary,
many miles out at Bea,
s
Cairnes Patterson, Frank Montfora
of any of the
accomplishment
forth every Beven minutes, and is Jusl
or
one
Williams and William Raymond Stov- or attainment of any
as accurate as any revolving llghi
enumerherein
the
of
ell to me known to be the persons
objects
warns
mariners
of danger in anj jnore
that
part of the world. Every vessel thai ated, which shall at any time appear described In and who executed the
conducive or expedient for the pro- foresroing instrument, and severally
puts in at Acajutia has to pay its
BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO. 10 SIZE 4x9ft IN.
lighthouse fee... There is no othei
tection or benefit of the corporation acknowledged that they executed the
NO.
SIZE 3x6 IN.
lighthouse than the volcano, but tha
either as holders of or interested in same as their free act and deed for
I4.C0 per 1000
$2.50 for ES0
la a sufficient excuse for the govern
the utees and purposes' therein set out.
.
any property!
14.00 per 1000
for E00
tnent of San Salvador to make the
Witness my hand and notarial seal
It Is the intention that the objects,
regulation charge for Us tratnitow
;
i
14th days of March, A, D. 1914.
this
and
and
powers
specified
purposes
services.
F.
JOHN
ARTHUR,
clauses contained In this article, shall, (Seal)
i
i
.
Notary Public.
except where otherwise expressed in
The Touch of Genius.
My commission expires September
' Bandy Macpherson started to. build said article:, be nowise limited or re
..
'a small outhouse of brick. After tbi stricted toy reference to or inference 28lh, 1914.
usual plan of bricklayers, he workei from the terms of any clause of this
"from the inside, and,, as he had th or any other article in this chapter; State of Colorado, County of Conejos,
'
'material close beside him, the walli but that the objects, purposes and
8&'
GOOD QUALITY XXX HAG ENVEwere rising fast when noon arrived
On this seventeenth day of March,
in each of the clauses
IN.
NO. 12 SIZE
and with it his son, Jock, who brought powers specified
LOPES, NO. 6 SIZE 3x6 IN.
of tills article shall be regarded as A. D. 1914, before me personally aphis father's dinner.
$2.75 for 50$
$4.50 per 1000
to me
With honest pride in his eye. Sands independent objects, purposes and peared Kurt Robert Warshauer,
$2.50 for 500
$3.50 per 1000
describ
.same
be
person
to
known
the,
looked at Jock over the wall on whlcl (powers.
ed in and who executed the foregoing
he was engaged, and asked:
AKX'lUljJii in.
com
"Hoo d'ye think I'm gettln' on??"
of
this
instrument, and acknowledged that he
The total capital stock
"Famous, feyther; but hoo dae y pany shall be Two Hundred' and Fifty executed the same as his free act and
get oot? You've forgot the door!" Thousand Dollars ($250,000), divided deed for the uses and purposes there
One glance round him showed San.
into twenty-fiv- e
hundred (2500) shares in set out
dy that his son was right; but, look of the
Witness my hand and notarial seal
of One Hundred Dol
value
par
ing kindly at him, he said:
seventeenth day of March, A. D.
this
said
and
lars
($100) each;
corporation
"Man Jock, you've got a gran' held
on yeJ Te'll be an architect yet, aa shall commence business with a capi 1914.
H
1 (!
H
J. REX DU BOR,
e ure's yer feyther's a builder."
tal stock of Two Hundred and Fifty
t
Youth's Companion.
Thousand Dollars ($250,000).
Notary Public.
(Seal)
J
i"
f. ' If i
ARTICLE IV.
,
My commission expires March 11th,
'
Tribute to Stenographers.
The term for whidh this corporation 1916.
'
1
La Li L u u
y S - Li y u
The classics are full of allusions is to exist shall be fifty (50) years
vy! KtJ
which suggest that no matter what from the date of the filing of these
Endorsed :No. 7820. Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
may have been the defects of .short articles of incorporation In the office 0, Page 257. Certificate of Incorporhand, regarded from a modern stand
of the State Corporation Commission ation of THE AERO SWEEPER COMoffice
C1Y
point, the stenographers of antiquity
PANY filed in office of State Corpora.must have been very expert. In some of the State of New Mexico.
New
V.
of
Commission
.Mexico,
ARTICLE
tion
of He race's satires he takes a fling al
a brother poet who would often, as a The principal place of business and March 26. 1914; 9 a. m.
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
great 'feat, dictate 20 verses in one the principal office of this corporahour standing in the same position. tion is at 701 Douglas1 Avenue, in East
Compared EDC to JJO.
Horace says Luculius, of whom he TJas
Vegas, in the County of San Mispoke, was verbose and too lazy to enState of New Mexico, find Slate of New Mexico, County of San
dure the fatigue of writing. He my guel, in the
this corporation In 'charge
of
Miguel, est
the
agent
have been a sorry poet, but tlie stenogI hereby certify that this instrument
of said 'office is Charles A. Epinss,
rapher evidently knew his business.
whose postoffk-- address is East Las was filed for record on tje Slat day
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Ve Have Today Unloaded Another Car
of that Splendid

NEWS

AS IHPfffl

Light automobile lamps at 7:08
o'clock this evening.

LJ

Kzamjt

4
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Don't You Want a Sack?

There is nothing better made

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
'
you. At the Lobby, of course.-rrAd- v.

Sfeoro

Do you know that we
have an excellent line
of fresh vegetables and
fruit every day?

JL..IL YGIM

Gasoline at the Las Vegas Auto and
Machine company and Las Vegas Garage will be 22o per gallon for cash
until further notloa Adv.

EMM

Ignaclta Romero; aged 17, of Cluipa
deros, yesterday " afternoon at. the
i
Ji
court house.

mm -

"Trinidad and Mexico"-i- s
the
of an address t
yentomoii
row night at Temple Montefiore bj
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau at the reg
ular weekly services. The public is
.

Invited,

oordjgll;

3

t

AND BAKER

Headquarters for the best
of all foods

a(d

snbi-jec-

GOT
300 WORDS IN NEWS AND
WAR BULLETINS

35 Gents Each

A marriage license was granted to
21, of OJita;1 and
Refugio Ortiz,

'i

THE OPTIC YESTERDAY

The first Bign of patriotism by a
business house eince "the war broke
out" was displayed by E. Rosenwaldi
who hoisted an American flag
over their building this afternoon;
The Optic's flag. went up simultane
ously and by tomorrow it is expected!
that the famoup btanner( ;that has rbeen
respected mncejreutionary times
will float from many business houses
n tii
and residences..

file-La- s
Vegaij council of the
KnigffFs of Columbus will meet this
evening at 8 o'clock In the O. R. C.
The maximum temperature yestr- hall. All members are urged to be
present, as business of importance Ss daiy was 69 degrees and the minimum
last night was 36, according to O. L.
to be transacted;
i

WHAT iS IT?
It is the highest grade of shorting that can be produced

ASIi YOUR GROCER
THE FIRST STEP
as..
-

'i
"

-. -

toward perfect baking Is the
selection of the right flour.
It will be no false step If you
choose the famous Pure Quill

"t

It ji;v!

brand.

--

J

Good bakers will tell

you that with this flour they
can be surer of better results

A

than with any other. Take
the hint and order a sack of
Pure Quill today. You cannot do a good act too Quickly.

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mil!
'
I

mmmmtmmmmmmmmmBmmm

i

urn,

J

iimmmmmmmwmwU
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The B. Romero Hose and Fire company this morning received a new
Grether fire nozzle, which is one of
the latest types on the market. The
aw apparatus was given a trial this
afternoon and (proved a success.
Cattle men are baffled to know the
cause of a disease which is killing
numerous cattle and calves In San Mi
guel county. C. H. Liebschner, who
lives at Agua Zarc& is reported as
having lost 40 head during the late
winter and early spring.
Weather prophets say the high wind
that prevailed this morning Is a sure
sign of a storm. Thus far, however,
the prophets are undecided as to
whether it will toe rain or snow. The
wind began shortly after midnight
and continued through the morning
and practically all day.

Hargrove, volunteer weather observer
at the New' Mexico Normal University
Among the cases "to be considered
at the session;' of the Mora county
court next week will be the numerous
charges that have been brought
against saloon men of Watrous, Wagon Mound and Roy. All are said to
have either violated the Sunday closing law or the gambling law. District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward was Instrumental in discovering the larger
part of the alleged law violations in
the places mentioned.

1.
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
i

'

President

it
NATIONAu' 2LUH

FIRS'

OF LAS VEGAS,

ENSIGN LEAVES

John Ensign, one of the pioneer res
idents of this city and for many years
a driver for Gross Kelly and Company,
has resigned his position and has left
for Denver, Colo., where he will re

which are posted at the corner of
Sixth and Douglas, the central part
of the business district has seemed
almost metropolitan fpr the past two
days. The report are attracting wide side.
Mr. Ensign, during his connection
attention and probably will continue
to attract interest during the next with Gross Kelly and Company has
few days.
been a valuable employe and one of
the most popular mien with that firm.
The Woman's club met yesterday His resignation came with a source of
afternoon at the Commercial club regret to all the other employes who
rooms for its regular business meet have been with the firm continuously
ing. The business session was brief, for the past 15 years or more. Mn
and following this Rev. J. Milton Har Ensign Is 79 years of age and is still
'
'
ris of the Baptist church addressed hale and hardy.
the club on "The Rights of the
Chdld." The afternoon proved Inter- DAN HIIOOES SMS HE
lesting to all members present.
..

Capital, S1C0.000; Surplus and .Undix&ti Jrofifs, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

,

-

Ahh REPAIR WO

'

'

'

iff.

GUARANTEED
LET

US GIVE YOU A

TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS
--

;

FOID SALES COMPANY;

' "IB2M TBDE8
For the. best iqon the market today see us.
y iiia u
,
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires tfifd Fisle tires and everything needed for the auto.
, u
-

.

.

Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK

BOS

'

SIP

AT OUR

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine
;
--

SlliPKINS PARTNERS

Grasp this Opportunity
to possess your-

selves of worthwhile furniture

A deal was closed yesterday afternoon between F. B. Potter and Simp- -

kins brothers, which changed the
ownership of the Potter Candy company. E. R. Russell, formerly a mem
ber of the company, and Simpkins
Brothers are now the owners of the
concern.
F. B. Potter, who originally
the Potter Candy company, left
last night with his family for Los
Angeles and will locate In that place,
where
he
will begin
business
along lines similar to those he en
gaged in here.
Simpkins Brothers are' the proprie
tors of a candy store on the West
side and will continue in business
mere, xne potter candy company
will be managed on the same basis
as formerly. A number of Improve
ments probably will be made within
a short time, which will add to the
attractivenessftf' the raieady attrfc-"
tive parlors.

All members of the Ladies' Aid soIS VILLENO TOIFIGHT
ciety and of, the. Ladies' Altar society
of tlie Church of the Immacuate Con
' '
!
.?;.".''.'.-4..
ception, ,are tequested' to meet at the HE WILL GIVE (JP THE TAXI. BUS.-jchurch tomorrow morning at 10 o
INESS TO SHOULDER A RIFLE.
clock to attend the funeral of Mrs,
IF NEEDED
active
James O'Byrne, who was..Man
i
worKer m Dotn organizatiojnfi..;J ,,.lX,,r.
j.iLearning that conditions. .are eueiu
., jflrsfcfcj
ji tluit it .is probable that it will be nec
essary for-- a war between the United VAR WITH EfGHTY f,!EN
States and Mexico, Dan Rhodes, the
well known
this afternoon
placed two big American flags on the LIEUTENANT SMIT!. SAYS THE
UKbAmiATlUN 13 ANXIOUSfront of his taxi as a sign of his paLY AWAITINGTHE CALL
triotism. ,
I
am not as young or re
"Although
"t can recruit Company H up to
able as some, I'm ready In a minute
to assist ; in ,; pre&errfng. the" hon 100 members within one hour," said
or of this great country by what little Lieutenant R. W. Smith this morning
effort 1 could lend," said Dan, this af when he learned that there was a
ternoon.
"And I'm nod atraid
to possibility of the calling out of the
show my colors," he continued In ref National Guard for service in Mexico.
T am anxious to eo and everv
erence to the flags floating on his
member, of the company feels the
automobile.
same way," said Mr. Smith when asked as to the enthusiasm of the com
TAX NOTICE
pany.
"Company H is full of patriotOn the first day of May, the second
we are ready to go or do
and
ism,
Diamond-Apri- l's
half of the 113 taxes will become
due. All taxes not paid before June anything that we are asked to do,"
Birfhstone
he continued.
1 will be
subject to a penalty.
Lieutenant Smith explained that for
EUGENTO ROMERO.
Symbolizes,. purity and is
the past few days he has been work
County Treasurer.
supreme among precious
ing toward recruiting Company H un
stones in its fascination
to the highest possible standard anO.
Rub the Joints with BALLARD'S that today the exact membership of
for mankind.' See us beSNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma- the organization is 80 men. He has
fore you buy ' :
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the over 20 men In line who are
ready to
bone conveying its soothing and re- - enlist at once should
the United
torative influence to the fcpot where States war department ask for the
the pain exists, price 25c, 50c and militia from this state.
$1 .00
Sold by Centra!
per bottle.
Major. Lttdwig W. Ilfeld this morn
Drug Co. Adv.
ing was anotuer of the officers ronriv
'

Every month we are mak-i- g
happy homes in Las
Vegas through the medium of our low prices
and easy terms.

COME IN AND SEE US TODAY
Your Credit Is Good

JOHN'SEN

(EL

Complete Home Furnishers

SON

'

,

AND RETURN,

(

,
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THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

POlTEil

'

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

;

We also carry

-

The Optic received yesterday 8,300
words on Its regular Associated Press
report and something over 2,000 words
la bulletins, which Is the largest vol
ume of news ever brought Into Las
Vegas over any wire, presp or private,
For the information of those who do
not know, it may be stated1 that The
Optic is connected with the Denver
office of the Associated Press on
special leased wire. Pueblo, Colorado
Springs, Cheyenne, Trinidad, Albu
querque, Roewell, Santa Fa and El
Paso are on the same circuit, as well
as several other cities. The Optic's
regular report comes between the
hours of 11 a. m. and 3 p. m., with
an Intermission of five minutes at 1
o'clocki When anything of great im
portance occurs outside tfoose hours
The Optic has the privilege of cutting
in, on the circuit at any time, or ot
flying bulletins from the Associate
ed Press at Denver over the Western
ralllHplffdlfal: Telegraph lines. The
'elpt 'orfliletins or the cutting in
on the circuit, of course1, Is an extra
expense to this paper, but The Optic
always has borne it gladly. In order
that the 'people of Las Vegas may
N
",l '
have all the news.
One or two "wise" guys who were
most Interested In the bulletins yes
terday were heard to remark that
"The Optic did not receive a full re
port, but cut in on the line occasionally or got a message through, one of
the telegraph companies, whidh was
padded from a few lines Into half a
column."
A glance at the columns of matter
published dally should convince any
body that such a statement is Incorrect, but The Optic, not being averse
to getting credit when credit Is due,
has brought the facts before the

"

BILE
auioiq:
LIVERY and REPAIRING

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
COMPANY
Notice Is hereby given that I have !! IN
sold my interest in the Potter Candy
company to E. R. Russell who will
collect all accounts; and pay all bills WEST SIDE BUSINESS MEN BUY
OUT THE INTEREST OF F. B.
against that company.
POTTER
Ad v,
Signed F. B., POTTER.
JOHN

As a result of The Optic bulletins,

10,-

s

Fresh water fish, right size for a
nice fry. Come and see. Meridian
Cafe. Open all night Adv.

Store

HERE

PINEAPPLES

JUST RECEIVED

The regular meeting of the local

lodge of the Loyal Order of Moose
will he held tonjght.

Watch for our special sale. Talch-ert'Clothing Store. Correct Garments for Men. Adv.

EVER RECEIVED

OF

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

REPORT

LARGEST

can oo

to

$53.45

annual !:eeti:;3, i::?eoal ceuioL, ancient
CZEIK'nES CF TIE MYSTIC SEIIE

mm

taxi-ma-

.

MAY IQ TO 13tH., tm4
IICKETS1GN SALE MAY 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 101k, 1914

Return limit May 21st 1 1914. An extension of limit to
June 20;h, 1914, can be obtained by payment of $l.U0and
depositing ticket before May 10lh 1914

.
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Agent

DeL.-Batchelor-

to go if the state militia la called upGALLECOS WINS CASE
'
on for service. Charles
woa aiy caao and the commisO'Malloy,
battalion sergeant, and many others sioners' as well," was the
message
connected with lie nilltia ore equallr receiTedl tins morning by Rafael

Gal-leg- os

interested and it is certain that Las
Vegas will be one of the first to furnish a htrong' company to tt4'.i New
Mexico forcea chould they he called
to the border.
Company II in without a captain at
presont, Uiou:;ii Cdptaln L. B. Arinijo
of the nnai.Rly-tif-Jijt is acting us
recruilins officer, Lieutenants Powers and Smith uro tha commissioned
officers.

from his brother, Acasio

at

Roewell.

Gal-lego- s,

Acesdo Gallegos.

county clerk of Torrance county, and
the membt-rof the board" 'oTcounty
commissionurs, werei accused of" improper actions as officers, and proceedings to causa their removal were
instituted. The cas was heard In
Rotwen. The decision is a
victory
and vindication for the officials, all of
whom are republicans.
s

